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gone in the process of Americanization? W'nat "old count171t vqs have
the)" retained or given up in their ef'forts to effect a s&tistacto17 adjustment in this count17? How do the)" relate tbemaelves to the members o£
the dardnant group? These questions prcmpted. this attempt at an objective anal.1'sis of the adjustment pattel'l18 ot IDlp1no 1mm1grants to the
American wq of We.
What the native land and life of these little brown immigrants

were like and how the)" tared as pioneers of their nat1ona.ll.t)" group in
Amer.Lca w.Ul initiate cona1dere.ble discussion in the subsequent pages.
The rest of the thesis w1ll consist of an analysis of the adjustment

concepts advanced

b)"

different theorists) and a presentation

or the in-

vestigation conducted among first generation, male FilipinOS in Chicago
married either to Filipino or Caucasian-American women:

the findings

and some tentative conclusions which can be drawn from the stud;v.
ThS! PlQUI9Ae iiskqgw;ul

Brave17 is part of

&.'1.

1minigrant I IS equipaent.

count17. he ventures forth into the UAkrlown.

The Filipino immigrant

of the 1920s must have been a brave man indeeci.
forth to wha.t he

mew.

Leaving heme and.

He was venturing

For sureq. as he stepped ashore on Araerican

soil, he must have recalled that this was the land of Admiral Dewey
and General otis, of the ''Vater cu.:re lf and the Max:1m gun.

And he was

Kipling's half'-devil and haJ.t-ch1ld, lithe white man's burdenfl whose
father had just fought a lost war of independence.

There was no

statue of Ubert;r to greet him on the West Coast.
It has been the 11Imemorial custom. of conquerors to bring native
specimens tor the tolksback haae to inspect.
were

ex.h1~ted

Thus at this time, there

Igorot dancers, cl2.d 0J:4 in G-strings, and billed.

tram San Francisco

t,Q

New York as t;rpical. Filipinos.

brave17 to be ic:ient1.t1ed 'With what one 1s not.

It also takes

At this time, too,

most Americans could sq with President William McKinlay that they
would not have been able to tell "where those darned islands were
ntbin two thousalld mUesJ III

Pb.tS:Cal geoarf1£W.-The isla.nds which ma.ke up the Philippine
archipelago are perched on the rim of the Asiatic shelf and are washed
on the north and west by the China Sea, on the east by the Paci.t.l.c,
and on the south b;r the Celebes Sea.

or

the

7,083 iSlands,

Luzon to

the north and Mindanao to the south contain between themselves 67 per
cent of the total. area that is slightl¥ smaller than that of Great
Britain.

Between these two large islands lie the V1sqas group, Min-

doro and Palawan, ranging in size from 1,250 to 5,000 square miles ..
1
Leon Wolff,

&itfle BrcS Brot.her (New York: Doubledq and
Co_, Inc., 1961), p. o.

tr

4
These islands extend for 1,152 mUes from J 010 in the Sulu Islands in
latitude six degrees north of the equator to Aparri on the north coast
of Luzon in latitude eighteen degrees north.

The FU1p1no imm1gra:nt

would be hard put to name all the islands of his oount17, four thousand

of them being nameless and described
The

~.-It

onl7

was a Span1aJ'd who

in popular

facetious~

~hs.

described Phil-

ippine weather as oonsisting of "four months of dust, four months of
rain, and four months of everything." Washed by warm seas, divided by

a mountain barrier l"I1Jm1ng almost unbroken oyer sft'enteen degrees of
latitude, and ammally lashed by qclon1c stol"JU, the Philippines presents a varietT of olimate.
The temperature 1"8I1ge.. however, of this humid tropical land is not

very ~t and is far les8 than

OIl

the Asiatic main] and.

A.parr.l. to the

north has an annual. mean of 78 degrees F. 'While J 010, the southern anchor has 80 deg1"ees

r.

In KaDila, the meg diumal m:lnitmJm (which

usuall.7 occurs in January) seIdem falls below 60 degrees F.

Ccnmenting

on this uniformity of temperature ccmditions, foreigners are led to

conjecture that it is "weansane to live in this region and (the climate) produce. in the natives ,the l.a.ziness and inertia whioh characterize them. p2

~red W. Atldnson, The PhU1pp1ne I!y:!PA! (New York:
Co., 1905), p. 127.

Gilm and

4.
These islands extend for 1,152 miles from Jolo in the Sulu Islands in
latitude six degrees north of the equator to Aparri on the north coast
of Luzon in latitude eighteen degrees north.
would be hard put to na.'l:10 Rl1
of them

beir~

th~

The Filipino immigrant

islands of his c ount17, four thousand

nameless and de3c:ibed ouly in popular mwths •

.I.!l! climate.-It

was a Spaniard who facetious4r described Phil-

il--'Pine weather as consistl, ··6 of "four months of dust, four months of
rain, and four months of evelYthing." Washed by warm seas, divided by
a mountain barrl.er ru:nning almost unbroken over seventeen degrees of
latitude I and annuall.y lashed by cyclonic storms, the Philippines presants a. variety of climate.
The temperature range I however, of this humid tropical land is not
very great and is far less than on the Asiatic mainland.
north has an annual mep.n
has SO degrees F.

In

t)f

Aparri to the

78 degrees F. while "Tolo, the soc-them anchor

l~ani1a.,

the mean diurnal minimum (which usual..q oc-

curs in January) seldom falls below 60 degrees F. and the mean ma.x.1m:um (in
Hq) seldom exceeds 94 degrees F.

C<:mnentine on this unifo:nrd.ty of tempera.-

ture conditions, foreigners a.re led to conjecture that it is "wearisome
to live in this region and (the cli."llate) produces in the natives the laziness and inertia which cha.racterise them. 1t2

2Fred ~v. Atkinson,
1905), p. 127.

!.h!. Phil1PP.i\ne

Islands (New York:

Ginn and. Co.,

p

5
The Philippines, especial.ly Luzon and the Visqaa, 11e exposed. to
the typhoons that or:lg1nate in the CaroliDas and MarshaUs.

Annu.aJ.l¥,

between Jul,y and November, great damage is caused by these storms to

crops, part,icularl;r coconut trees, abaca, and banana plants.

Between

190.3 and 19.34, one hundred thirty of these storms were recorded by the
Manila

Obs~rvatory.

At the summer ca.pital of Baguio, a. record

46

f

inches feU in t.wenty-tour hours in 1911.
The north-south trending of the mountains accounts for the dUtel'ent rainfall patterns

or

the islands.

In the east, the wettest months

are November, December.. and Januar.y when 15 to 20 inches of rain falls.
A marked characteristic i8 the absence
is marked with less than 4 inches.

or

a d.l7 seuan, for no month

However, in the west, there is a

dry season verging on drought. trcm tour to six .raonthar

November to

April.

that nthe Ph1l1pp1nes ••• are an immense la.borator;y for the anth1"Opologist, equipped with living spec1Mns in plentitul numbers. and ever;y
age of the world

mar be

studied in the most accurate detail. n3 The

main racial divisions of the eount17 are the Negrltos, the Ma.lqans,

.3tlTalter liobb, fa[li,pinos (Manilas
p • .3lg.

Cannel.o and Bauermann, 19.39),

6
and the Indonesiana.
Indonesians as

The Spanish Crown clasillied the Negritos and. the

heathens~

while distinguishing two branches of Malqanal

the Christians and the Mohammedans.

The American government retained

the use of Chr1.stian Malqs and lumpecl the rest. lmder the tem: nonChristiana.

In!. non-CJa!1!!J.a.ns.-The
at the turn of the century.

non-Christians numbered around two m:Ul.ion

A 1901 ethnolOgical survey tentativ~

divided them into five tribes:

Negrltos, Igorots, Mangu1anes, Bulddnons,

and Moros. 4 Here, onl¥ the Negritos, Igorots and. Moros will be discussed since the other two tribes do not compare with the three chosen

in sigDiflcance and in number.

The aborig1na.l Negrltos, also known by the Tagalog word of Aetas.
are experienced game hunters who controlled the lowlands until Kalqan

invaders drove them into the DlOuntains.

Unfamilia.r with navigation,

they crossed into the archipelago through the land bridges that connected
the Philippines with Celebes and Borneo in the Ice Age.

In 1916, this

tierce people whos. stature averages less than tour feet eleven inches,
numbered twenty five thousand.

Efforts to Christianize or civilize them.

have failed.
The best-known among the non-Christian minoritl groups in thea

4Atkinson, p. 236.

7
countr;y are the Igorots of nori\'.h!rn Luzon.
and the

WCllEIIIl.

colorful skirts.

The men wear only G-strings

This mounta.in folk proba.bly originated

from sea-faring 1mmigrants who came after 2000 B.C. f1"Cll South China,
Hainan Island and Vietnam.

Using only" simple tools they exhibited

great engineering skill in carring giant rice terraces along steep
slopea in order to give thauelves more extensive areas for cultivation.
They enjoy a cohesive society backed. by traditional laws.

Hawever,

frequent internecine warfare among feuding families have given them. the
reputation of head hunters.

Unlike the intransigent Aetp..a and Moros,

the Igo1"Ots have pl"Oftd to be peaceful and :f.'rieDdJ,r stUdents of Christianity and democracy.
The MohaDlleda.n Moros were the last pre-Spanish people to reach the
Philippines.

They probably setUed. in. Mindanao soon after the thirteenth

centu17.. settling up Muslim
datu. or chiettai:na.
and kinship ties.

cODWQn~t1es

dOlllinated by hierarchi..- of

Author.l ty was atrengthened. by religious beliefs

Slavery an.d poqgaD\T were practised.

Their first

contact with the Spania.rds proved to be a. sanguina.l7 clash between
Cross and Crescent that lasted for 2;0 years.

The struggle was cha-

racterized by frequent Moro hit-and-run raids deep into the
Luzon.

Vls~u

and

The Spanish retaliated. with punitive expeditions that failed

to subjugate the l-1oros.

It has been conjectured th3t if Legazpits ex-

peditic had not imposed Spanish sovereignty over the less warlike

8
VisqaD and Luzon people in 1565, all of the Philippines would have
soon succ1.Ulbed to Kohammedanism•

.1ll! phris\i!Q!.-The
tribes:

Tagalogs, Bisa.yQllS, llocanos, Bicolanos, Pangasinans, Pampangans,

and Cagayans.
latiOB.

Malq Christians are divided into seven

Together they constitute five-sixths of the total popu-

The early Malq imnd.grants entered the islands about ,00 to 200

B.C. and settled along the coast.

They- were political.lJ' organized into

compact kinship u.ni ts call.ed bara!'18&, atter the sailboats that brought

thea in.

This barang![ complex usuaJ..4r embraced thirty to one hundred.

families and had a hierarebf' of chletta1ns, nobles, freemen and dependents.
Their settling in sheltered coastal sones and in tertile mountain

valle.rs encouraged linguistic 8l1d regional differentiations - a fragmented state th&t fuilitated. foreign cOlquest.

Eighty-seven dialects

are identUiable but SO per cent of the population speaks one of eight

major dialects.
q.atus

throu~;h

An

agrarian selt-sufficiency was s ought by the b!£!!lij1J

the cultivation

or rice and root crops, through fishing

and raiSing of pigs and chicken.
b~

There is little evidence of inter-

cooperation.

The tam113.. religious, educationa.l backgl"Qlnd of the Malq Filipinos

will be presented in the subsequent sections.
tion

or

the llocano region needs to be made.

Here, however, recogniLiving along the infertile

9
coastline ot northwestem Luzon, hemmed 1n lv the Cordillera Mounta1J1s,

or

the industrious llocanos have become the pioneers

the Islands.

The7

have not onq crossed the mountains to settle in the virgin regions ot
the Ca.gqan River valle)", but they have sailed to Mindanaots plains.
In 19C11, when Japanese 1m1gration to Hawa1i stopped, mal'lT Ilocanos an-

swered the call. ot Hawaiian planters tor canefield workers •

.Ih! Chinese

settlers

had a numerous Chinese

~ ~ P~MPm.nel.-The

eol~ •.

Philippines always

The fabled Manila Galleon attra.cted Chi-

nese merchants who lived in the Parian district outside the walled city
of Ma:ni.la.

Often subjected to deportations and even instigated mas-

sacres, the Chinese coml1ttmity in the Philippines managed to SUMva
Spanish and Amer.i.can rules, and
rices mUla, etc.

current~

own many saw-mills, tactories,

Intermarriage betllt-een Chillese and Filipino 'W'OlIlen was

trequent and as estimated, one lIdllion Filipinos have some Chinese ad-

mixture.
l1iscegenation between Filipinos and Chinese was a. more frequent
occurrence than between Filipinos and Spaniards.

1'h.1S can be traced to

the tact that most of the Spanish population vas clustered in Manila
and the meeting of Spanish and Filipino produced greater cultural ten-

sions than did that with the Chinese who adapted thl:'..maelves more easily
to Filipino lllores.

Thus, we do net find in the Philippines, as in

Mmeo, a. large mestizo clus.

10
lb!.l1l,1p1po f@D!1l;t.-The Filipino iE1grant is especiaJ.ly vulnerable
to loneliness.

The process of leaving tam.i11' and countr,y behind can be

a thre3.tening experience tor one used to receiYe both emotiODal and financial securit)" tl'aD. a wide set of relative..

Relationships with tar-

removed cousins, uncles, aunts, grand-uncle., etc., are reeogrd.aeclJ and
they are taken into the household as tam111' m.embers wben circumstance.

call for it.

The Filipino looks upon a large fam1l.T as a status symbol

of unit)" and power in the cCllDlWlit1'.
be)"ond consanguinal or marriage ties.

He strives to extcmd his kinship
Ever,y baptiSlll, contim.ation, and

marr.l.age bee. .s the occuion to select godparents (called. cSPJ?!d.r!s
for men) cauaclre, for waaen} who insure not onll' the religious welfare
of the ch:Ud, but also assume financial obligatio...

Thus, on the

death of the parents, on birthdqs and holidays, when seeking political
positions or starting business ventures, the e5PMI are expected bT
societal pressure8 to come to the help of their godchildren.
The highl1' peraona.lised structure of the Filipino f_i11' leaves its
impact on politics.

With mal\Y voters, fami11'ancl 9OJD.Rf4£! relationships

are more important than pal't)" issues.

COl'nlptlon in the government is

largel7 t.raced to the obligation that officials feel they have towards
relatives.

Also, the highq individualistic structure of the Filipino

fam:1.lT inhibits the spirit of cooperation.

-

n

11
Au:t:ho1j\tl

a

the lai.lt.-Authority is based on age and is assid.-

uousl¥ defined even 1n the respectful f01'1'l18 of addreaa used.
are to a.dclress t heir parenti in the thil"d person.
sq

!W

(tormal form. ot "You"), not

i!!!

Ch11d.ren

For example, they

(familiar form. of "7OUIl).

Elder brothers and sisters have their own titles and are expected to
assume tamily responsibilities should the parents die.

Grandparents are

consulted in family decisions and it is a rare Filipino who dares to
contradict his family's stand on politics, business,

01'

religion.

Though fCDily authorlt7 is centered on the father, the Filipino

w0-

man enj07s almost an equal social and legal status as her husband.
She was treated by her husband as an equal, she retained
her maiden name, shared his honora, and disposed tree:q
ot the prepel'ty she brought into the marr1age. She was
Cfmtrulted by her husband ••• and he wou.ld not ordinar1.lT
enter into cOJ),tracts 1')1' agreea~t.s without her knowledge
and approval. 6
ti!.tliaae ptttera.-A re1a.tiveq stable marriage }::8ttern exists.
Poly,_ is found only among the Moroa.

In pre-Span1sh times, divorce

was sceially acceptable under exceptional conditions like failure to

have children or prolonged Ulaess.

The advent of Christian!tT intro-

duced the strictures of caaon law.'

Among the well-to-do Filipinos

6Chester HuD.t !!:. .!l., SociolSY'
Alemar's, 1954), p. 72.

!a the

Ph:ll1mine Setting (Manila:

7John J. Phellm, .!b.! HisP!!i,a\&O.e S!.:t:h! P~P.R!P!' (Madison:
The University or Wisconsin Press, 1959), pp. 62 3.
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whose Christian traiDing nega.tes divorce as a solution to marital probleu, it is not unCClllmOn to tind the maintenance ot seconda17 wives

called 9.'l!Bdy. a

qstED otten known to and condoned by the FUipino

wives thesuelves as a. lesser evil than the tandq's breal.""....up.
RurallU!..--Rura.l lite in the Philippines is a sleepy cocoon ot

centuries-eld values where customa.r.r wa7s of plaating. treatment of di-

.eues. and eduoati«l withstand the encroachment of aodem Yqa.
extended nature of the

The

t8lll.1.l¥ i8 more :J.8Ditest 1n rural. lite where taxm-

1ng methods requ1l"e the pnse.e

ot large J1UIIlbers of manual workers.

Faud.q authorJ.ty 1s lIlOre a ..ert1ve and parents otten impose their own
ambitlou en tbelr children without consideration of ind1'fidual talents.
The lack ot electriciV and libraries make tor a drah rural re-

creatlODal lite.

Goesip Dec.es the favorite

pi. st1me

among barber-shop

and market-place grmp'J and ga.ra'bl.1.ng in cockfighting dena becomes

another outlet tor recreational needs.

Aest! celebra.tions bave developed.

Into this leisure hiatus, the

The patron saint's tea.t dq. the

birth of a child, the lY&rriage ot ;young couples. the death ot a relative

becemes test! ve accuiona characterised b7 lav1shq lac1en dinner tables
in poor and. rich hanes, proce.s1C1l8, dancing.

Superstit1011s practices interlace health and religion.
or denUst

A. doctor

bareq wdntains a livelihood since most preter the herbol;as.o.

a sort ot -witch doctor who prescribes such practices as the avoidance

of eating chicken and squash together at the same meal. J fingema118 were
not to be cut otf

CI1

Tuesdqs and Fridqs J windows were to be kept shut

at night against evil spin ts J when passing by certain ant-hills or

trees, they were to ask pa.rdon of- the spirits dwelling 1n thea.

'l'he

Spanish friara theuuselves did not quite succeed in decimating the lIt¥r.:1.ad
spirits that inhabited the world of

~pan1sh

Filipinos. so that even-

tua.l.q there existed a Catholicism of the Spanish clergy and colonists,
and on the other hand, a folk Catholicia tor the rural Filipinos.

UEBS

~• .....wllen

the British historian !mold To,ynbee located the

Philippines within the cultural map of the West, he had the urban Filipino cultur3 in mind.

The 1903 census listed

Manila, with a population of 219,928.

~

one FUipino city,

All the other communities had less

than twenty thousruld people and were listed as towns.

This means that

shortlT atter the AmericanS took over the Islands frcm Spain,

~

.3

per cent of the popula.tian. could be regarded as urbanitea. 8 In 1947, a
yea.r atter Independence, the countr.r had twenty-seven chartered cities
with a total popu.la.tiOID. of 2,44',651.
into the Philippines a
pattems.

~e!ellscB!£t

This city growth has introduced

socia.l setting with its impersonal

In the competitive a.tmosphere of the cit,., the Filipino faced.

a. ca:aplex life that challenged his sbtple rural background.
8 Hunt

.n ,!!.,

p. 263.

Here,

--,
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famiq functions were relegated to the background and a man was judged
more on his talents.
vive.

He had to leam new patterns of behavior to sur-

\fuere his past training and family lite engendered passivity and

stability, he now had to be a man of initiative and mobilit7.

The tamil¥ su.ffered acuteq in the transi tioD trom rural to urban
life.

Parents felt 1na.d.equate in the face of their cbUdrents demands

for greater treed..
household chores.

&lucated women were no longer content with lIezoe

The cha.perone s;ystem was continual.l;r a source of

Motion between parents and chUdrea.

The tradition of strict tam1.l¥

obedience was threa.tened with the loss of communal feeling about fam.1.q
property, most of which were not acquired through individual eftort.
At the same time, this urban

patterns.

t~

still held on to many traditional

the vertical. authorit7 of elders was still recognized,

though nOW' modified; and those who attained positions of influence
still tended to surround theaelves with rela.tives.

llfl1s;11m.-'1'he Filipino and his countr,y rema1n an enigma unless
a stud3" of his religion is made.

In pre-conquest t.:!.zMs, his cults were

a blending of monotheism and pol¥theism.

An;ltO! or spirits were innu-

merable and their wrath needed placating through copioUs libations of rice
wine.

These etos dwelt in. mountains, trees, caves, rivers.

Belief

in the at'tel'oooille was held, the good rewarded with a heaven and the bad

15
in the interno.

A prieatq class was ccm.poaed of elder.4r women.

In.-

stead of fixed dwellings or templ.es reserved excluedTeq for divine

worship, the Filipinos used a host of sacred groves and caves.

No evi-

dence can be tound. that human sacrifice was wer involved.
Into this babel

or

Sto-worsh1p and superstitious practices, Spain

of the reconquista and of the Crusades stepped in to forge one nation
under the Crees of Christ and the banners of Castile. Philip

n

ordered

Legaspi to pursue a pacification campaign where the natiTeS would be
informed. that the Spard.ards had

c~

as friends, and "to explain to

them the law of Jesus Christ by which thq will be saved.,,9
The periods of missiOl.W')" enterprise tall into three periods.
years 1565 to 1518 were preparato%7 and explorator;y.

The

The missioners still

tew in maber, concentrated on examining the rituals and in learning the
laaguage ot the country.

From 1578 to 1609 belonged the It golden age"

of PhUipp:lne Christianiza.tion, whereas in 158.3 there

_1'8 a. hundred

thousand ba.ptisms, by 1612 this had risen to 322,400. From 1610 to
1635, with the Dutch threatening the Spanish galleon trade, the mission&r1es.~,

spirit

or

enthwd.asm. gave lIq to disappointment in the tace of the

magnitude of the task still :zoau.bdng.

For though baptisms were increasing

ud the catechiem. answers learned, still, the spiritual life of the Fili-

;tPhe1an, p. 8.

pinos was far fran mature, and the sacraments of confirmation, extrane
unction, and holl' orders were

h~

received or administered.

The Filipino 1sd.grant finds American churches c old and colorless.
His love tor pageant17 vas used eftectiveq by the Spanish missionaries

to lure him from his mountain hut into the larger towns.

His desire

to widen idnsh1p relationships found Christian roots in the notion of
godparents for the sacraments.

The popular conviction, not unmixed.

with superstitious notions, that the waters of bapt1a likense held

m1raculous powers, att.racted man;r Fil:lpinos to this sacrament.
, With the advent
between Church

or the American

fegim.e, the close t1es existing

and State in the PhUippines eIded.

against Spa1.n had its religious aspect, too.

The Filipino revolt

A Ca.tholie pr:lest, Gregorio

Agl1pq, went into scbi_ and set up the Pbilippine Independent Church
ldth himself as first bishop.

This movement, however, has drawn on:Qr

a small number of the FUip1no masses and w:l.thout schools and cha.r::ttablc

institutions, Agllpaya.nism finds little means for growth or contributiCXl
to the count17 , s heritage.
In retrospect, one can

s.v

tha.t despite grea.t obstacles and internal

dissensions, Spanish missionaries were able to forge 1n the Orient a
Christian nation.

Todq, that countr.r is the onl,y Oriental nation pro-

tound:q and unmistakably- a.l1gned with the West.

17
MicaMon.-The two major countries that have occupied the Philippines have been at pains to state that the inhabitants of the Islands
they had just annexed were as ohildren in oomparison with their oonTherefore, the oonquest was justified and there was need to give

querors.

the natiTes the occupier's brand ot education.

Thus, Spain, true to her

tradition, sought to impose a Catholic education on the Philippines,
whUe Jefferson's America erected public schools where democracy was to

be taught.
The storr of Ph1l1ppine education properq begins 'With the missionaries of Spain.

Ther were not only teachers

or

the Scriptures and of

Church dogma, but also agriculturists, architects, and scientists.
Spain, never famous for her educational emphasis, encouraged academic
pur sui ts ehief"q among the Spam.sh residents and the more prosperous
Filipinos.

To educate the muses, sane Spaniards claimed, would have

introduced religious and ciY1l disturbances, tor it is axiomatic that
rebel leaders cCIlle trom the educated class.
The first American teachers were military men.

Less than a month

atter the Spanish fleet's defeat at the Manila Sq, a publ:1e house was
set up on Correg1dor Island. lO
Fred
10

vi.

Hunt

AtldnsOD, the first general superintendent ot education

.!i !l.,

p.

347.

lS
in the Philippines, wrote in 1905 that t here were thirty-fi," sohool

divisions, acme 725 American teachers and 2,500 Filipino teachers with
250,000 students in 2,000 schools. ll Engl.1sh vas imposed in the schools

as mandato17 in the tiNt Public Education Law of 1901. Where the Fa! th
~d$

Spain's main instrument of national unification, the public school

house and its .American teachers bee.e that of the United States.
At the t1me of the Alaer1can occupation, literaC)" in the Pb.U1pp.ines

was less than 20 per cent. Within two ge.rations, it rose to more than
40 per cent.

~:his advanced the time when the citizens could assume

the responsibilities or a democratic nation.

'!'he literacy level, how-

ever, was held down b7 the higb lIlortalit7 of school dropo-outs by'the
tourth grade.

Through the schools, the Filipino learned hygenic habits.

in oontact ldth the world bqol'ld his islands.

He came

HO'W1IYer, lack of text-

boob with a Philipp1ne setting, and the fact that his teachers were
Americans - led to an unrealistic emphasis

011

"white collar" attitudes.

The Filipino's disdain for aanual. labor, one that eentur1es of Spanish
dominatiOD and. near-slave17 made h1m allergic to, oontinued to be mani-

tested in the surfeit of laWTers and the dearth of scbool-trained tar-

mers and

engi~ers

that still charaoterise Philippine education todq.
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The Filipino who stood tor the first time on t.he lieat. Coast was a
His hiator,r is set to music in the

man with a history and a hope.
ing and barYestin« songs

r0v-

ot his land, his r1 tuals untold in colorful

splendor withia the stone walls
sta.b111t7 der1Ye tl"ClD. !d.s

or ba.roqu.e churches, his strength and

f~.

His hope came fran the public

schoolhouse where he read textbooks and heard American teachers describe
the country of

~iash1.neton

and Lincoln.. a land of' m1lk and honey where

tree men of' all races and cre. found equal treatment.

He had much to

ieam, this little brown immigrant.
A Bnef History of Fillpino Inmd.,grat10n to the United states

E:ark e2rt£§\t 2t

the

i1Uam 1I!eMf!!!1i.-Prior to World \iar I

(1914-1919), college students and professors were the first among the
Americans to know a FU1p1no.

In the S'Ul'1lmer months, off-campus Americans

chanced. meeting the F1l1pino in a restaurant wa:1. ting on thea., or same
families had him as a. household help.

A "7ou.ng, well-gro<:aed.. and

cheertuln toreign student wo 11ke the American bo7s of his age had to
work his

wa:r

through college - this vas the

both East and West got ot the Filipino.

earq picture Americans in

He was seen then as an indivi-

dual, a foreign visitor, not an imm1grant.

In the last ha.l.t of the 1920-1930 decade, the Pacific Coast saw
more of the Fillp1.no.

This t1me he appeared as a laborer dressed in

20

working clothes" c&rl'1'1ng a. blanket bundle in one ha.nd and a. cheap

suitcase in the other.
the mainland.

Those five years saw an accumulation

or 45,200 on

Filipinos being inhabitants of a United sta.tes territo17

were at l1bel't,y to come in and leave.

In 1940 there was no increase

in their number because ot the depression 111 the 1930..

existence.

They barel1' subaisted from

agricultural plots.

OIl

ammal produce of their small

To the m.a.1n economic cause of emigration could be

added conc_tant ones.
Hawaii and

trut

the need of plantation owners and operators in

the DUd nl and tor cheap labor and the excellent advertising

activities of shipping lines.

The latter exaggerated the opportunities

ope to 1mid.grants in the UDited States.

There was no general poptllation pressure in the Philippines, yet
local and seasonal presSU1"'8s were sufficient to cause a fa1rl1' large

emigration.

The wholly inteI'o-island and intra-island emigration till

1906 redirected its course toward foreign destinations.

The movement

was in the direction of Iiawaii and the UDited States ma1nla.nd.

For the majority, the desire to earn more and raise the standard
of living of their fam1l1es overruled the value of maintaiN ng closo

21

fa.m1l¥ tiel so thq- lett tor

the United State..

Others lett home to

get themselves educated tor they well knew the great pJGatige conterred.
by higher educatJ.oa.

gharasrtAr1!\;L!
gene~

~

the

FWU! WtLsmnt

i£9JBl.-The Filipinos

traveled as ind1:viduals and not in tam1l.y

1mtni.~a.tion

g1"O\:apS.

Filipino

v ...s relat1vel,r l'OOent and 111 its experimental ata.ge, thua

making it a. sound. Precautional7 mea8UJ'e tor indiY.iduals rather than
taad.q groupe to t17 it t1rst.

Moreover, the ooat of transportation

was exeeptiana.l.q high.
Women were

ccnspicuo~

abSfmt f'ltan the gJ.'OUps of young Fil:lpino

migrant.. In the 19,30.., the" wex-. l43 .m.a.les for "'17 female, although
this abnoaal ratio teDd.ed to som.e &NateI' b&l..ance :La the following

:rears. In 1950, it was

eight to one.

nThe Spanisb-Cathol1c traditions

of the PhU1pp1nes made it 1mposa1ble for its vcaen, eepeclaJ.q those

at the better olau, to travel, unless under the care of the father
or the husband.·12
P£2liSl

.!! the

ea£k

FWa\Do f,JS1 &rW.--cCllll1ng

in large numbera

and grou.p1ng tbaaselves en the West Coast, the Filipinos became cons-

picuous to the dominant gl'OUp and appea.re4 to be a threat to econadc

and social stability.

Being the l.B.test of the Asian groupe to immigrate,

they had to cope with a set of 'lmtavorable attitudes formed by the Amer-

icans as a result of their prnious experience with the Chinese and
the Japanese.

The prevalent attitudes toward h1m (Filipino) are as much
the typical. reactions of a public opUion prejudiced by
prev10ua experiences of bmd.gration as they are the results
of experience.. observat1cn, and calm inquir,y.13
BJ"QWl'looo>sk1nned. and UJ'1SkUled, the7 found. themselves relegated. to domestic
and hotel "nice jobs, the seasonal work

1n the tacu, and hand jobs

in the fish canneries ot Alaska during summer.

It was in these specific

lowest wage-ea.rn1ng occupations that the presence of marl7 Filipinos
occasioned competition with white Amer1cams.

Moreover, t he former

. accepted lower wages which Mde th_ preterable to employers.
The mov_ent of the Filipinos eastward to secure better opportuni-

ties with less competition among thaaselves and with white m.ea was hindered 'b7 their inab111t7 to save _ough tor ear tare, their amdety
about the hazards of cold weather "eut

em the

Rockies," and their

desire to .ta,' close to relatives and t1"1enda.
Schooled in the American principle of democracy and equality- of all
men, the F1lJ.pinos were not prepared to m.eet discriminatory acts by the
whites.

They considered themselves equals and their ref'uaal

to act out

the role of the wll-behaved immigraats as pictured by the whites led
to several contl1ct...

They were .forced to assume the role of low3.T

immigrants when thaT were baaned f:l"(B d.cent and weJ.l....kept neighbol'hoods, veU-pq-iJlg job., recreational plaoes, and .f0J."JDal association,

labor unions _ong thai.

The small number of Fili:¢no women on the adn1 and was another
factor which worked. againat the 11lipinos' chanc •• of enJor1ng a normal

1

social and famiq li.ts, and it al.sO caused more difficulties with the
white men.

Convention and laws on the West Coast prohibit.ed their

marriage to Caucasoids.
upon.

Free asSOCiation with white

'W'CIInet1

was fl'O'Wlled

M!U9" Filipinolll thus tell as easy prey to pZ'OYendera of CGIII1el"-

cial vice, gairdng tor the whole

g~p

the repu.ta.tion of being immoral.

The triendships they were able to dwelop f'reeq with the opposite sex

were limited to 1mm1grant women, who, ."err otten, had no strong

familT

ties or 'Whose intelleotual or social stat·us was lower.
The Filipino.' misf'ortunes further accumulated with their almost
ccmplete ignorance of' the new environment and their deficiency in
spe&k1ng and reading Engl1sh.

This subjected them

constant~

to the

unscrupulous activities or Amer:1.cans a.s well as Fillpino exploi. tel's.
Immigrant groups resorted to organizing themselves to help ease
their dii'.ficultiea.
in one place.

~11y

not the FiUpinos? Ve'1.'7 few rooted themselves

With no .families or stable jobs, they drifted fran one

oity to plantation or to Alaska. at the tum of the seasons.
and inexperienced. it

them.

wa.~

All young

too soon for mature leaders to come up among

Their background of strone rec10nalisra was another reason for

the lack of cohesion among Filipino immigrants.

Eighty-seven distinct

dialects and a variety of cultural traits separated the peoples of the
~

Philippines.

recent.l.7 have there been efforts towards the

awakening of national consciousness.

background

or traditions;

The immigrants felt no cammon

and nin the more intimate concerns of life

(the Filipino) associated with thoae who shared his habits and tastes_

however genuine may be his loya.lt7 to the national. cause. ,,14
Organized groups were ma.de possible later among Filipinos coming
fran the same region.

Cb;,es!

!!l at Y. tu4e

about

ltp1na

J2!;r;'!W!eat;J.z.-The major force

vorldng against the early Filipinos' tavorable social adjustm.ent in

meriea vas their being ever-conscious of the temporar;y nature of their
atq here.
and

They were in America to earn. or studT. accumulate savings

eventuaJJ~

establish permanent residence back home.

they did not exert ettort to change their wqs.
1nel.1g1ble for American Citizenship.

~••

p. l22.

Thinldng thus,

Likewise they vera

The conditions they met in

2S
America deterred their satisfactory adjustment.
The tranai t10n from joyful anticipation to the real!t 7
of their reception in America otten (was) too BUdden to
pemi t of a balanced adjustment to the conditiona which
they (were) called upon to tolerate. 1S
Wi tb the passage of a law opening naturaliza.tion to Filipinos in
~

1946,

of them qhanged their attitude, decided on staying penna\

nent~

and are now leading stable t~ lives.

Review of the Related Literature
FidJ.,r£Qop

Ml Wash1n,it91h ll_Q.-Gelerina E. Soto tran the Catholic

UniversitY' wrote her l.[&sterts thesis on the social adjustment of Filipinos in Wuhington, D.C. 16 That thesis has been requested through
the inte1"-library loan senice, but the request was sent back with the
note that it 1s "m1ss1ng. ff

the onl.y available material on the said study"

is some correspondence between the wr1 ter and her thesis d1rector which
gives sane intomation on the general scope of the stu.d7 as well as
the procedure followed..

The outline included a discussion of the fac-

tors influencing Filipino imm1gration to the United states, a description ot the status, educational. and associational background of her

15Ibid ., p. 140
16Celerina E. Sota, t1The Social Adjustment of One Hundred Filipinos
in Washington, D. C.
Unpublished Mastel" s Thesis (Catholic Un!versit7 ,

1956).

,If
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respondents, and a report on their present activities.

She touched

upon the present occupations of the Filipinos, their formal organizations, the educational. and sooial activities of their children and
their reaction to some aspects of American lite.
Interviewing leaders of Filipino groups as well as proprietors of
ubusiness places" (restaurants, barber shops) and a recreation center
frequented by Filipinos supplemented data gathered through mailed
questionnaires.

Getting 26 per oent of the queat10nnaires back, she

resorted. to personal internews.

No intonna.tlon on her findings could

be obtained.

l? 1 ipint?,f! Ja !ts!

Ans!lre!_-In Los Angeles, Valantin Aquil"lo inter-

viewed two hundred Filipino families to be able to "present basic social

facts a.bout the Filipino OCDnunitr'l? in that city.

He delim1ted

social facts to "occupational, religiOUS, domestic and social aspects

ot their cultural. lite. I! He intended, among his purposes, ltto discover
the torm of culture pattern. that the FilipinOS assum.e in Los Angeles,
a.s well as the extent of ass1mila.tion which has taken place. filS
To supplement his data. obtained frem the interviews, he made use

17V&lentin R. Aquino, "The Filipino Cammmity in Los Angeles,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis (The University of Southern Cal.:U"ornia,
19.52), p. 1.
18

,b.;tP.., PP. 1-2.
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of participant-observation.

iIe listed his .findings as follows:

92.5

per cent of his sample were American citizens, 50..5 per cent of the

~

riages were with other nationality groups, 66 per cent said they
intended to st. in the United states penn.anently. while

said they were not certain.

2l..S

per cent

With 81 per cent as hcme-owners .. he con-

cluded that with regard to housing, the Filipinos have made a favorable
social adjustment.

The range of occupations held by the Filipinos in

his sample spread fran domestio serrice (cooks, ldtchen helps" bal'tenders and waiters) to semi-skilled (factory wl'kers and machin1sts),

clerical. (postal. office worker), to professional (limited to nursing).
As to assimilation, Aquino reported that t.iJe Filipinos "are

d~v

becaadng cultural.lT more like .Am.ericans ••• particularl\r as to the ex-

ternals of Ute, olothing, bowfing, dcmeatio equip!lGt and the like. ,,19

However, he oontinued, "none has yet reached a bigh degree of ass1m1J.a,..
tlon into the American caDlllUllity. . . . They are trying to adapt themselves to the Amerioan community.. although at the same time there is
manifestation of their desire to make felt the influence of some of
their hed tage. ,,20

19-Ibid., p. 72.
20

~.,

p.

77.

thesis, "A Comparison of Filipino and American Cultural Patterns,"
sought to inquire into the reactions (defined as nimpressions and adjustments") of Filipinos to the American environment and infor from these
reactions the main values and their relative importance 1n the Filipino

value system.

She undertook the study on the &88\U.11ptiOll that fla foreign

culture can be studied tat a. distance' i t the representatives of that
culture are present in the place where the study is conducted. "21 She
employed the quyi::ero.lectiva
knowledge of the values

.me~h2S.

the method, "by which one infers

ot the aociet7 traa the reaction patterns

which m.embers of this aociet7 had towards the institutions of another

culture. u22
Her findings were.

the

tam.ilT is the most important institution

in the Philipp1nes J and the Filipino value system is familistic and

Christian.
Fi1J.Y?±nq,

a

the UBi\ t!S1 §1¢atel

e

Ha~.-Preasures

coming f'l'CIIl

American organizations working f'or the legislation eff'ecting the excluaion of' Filipino 1mm1grants fran the Un! ted States prompted t he American
Council of the Institute of' Pacific 11elations to commission Bruno Lasker
• ill'

~otller Virginia de Vos, flA Com.pa.rison of Filipino and American
Cultural Pattems,tI Unpublished Master's Thesis (Fordham University,
1955),. p. 6.
22

Ibid., p. 9S.
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to study FilipinO immigration.
'1'0 gatber data for his report., Lasker held meetings with Filipino

and other concerned groups and interviewed two hundred persons, one-

fifth of whom were Americans well-a.cquaintec:1 \'lith conditions in the
Philippin$s.
gratiolu

States.

His report consisted. mainly ot facts on Filipino immi-

its causes as well as its danestic problema in the United
Sumrd.n.g U.p his observations, Lasker noted:

..... the Filipino is neither an aseet nor a lial:>ility to
the United states. On the one hand, no major lndustr.y
particularly needs him, even when it considers impera:ti"t'e
some labor suppq in a4d1 tion to the available sources
or nat:1.ve American labor; be has introduced no new 5ld.lle
to enrich the laRd. On the other, he is no disturber or .
the public peace, charge upon taxes, or menace to health or
morale. But he does prcduce ditficlllties and problems
th.IAt camot be ignored. The Filipino, sudderl.q coming
in large numbers, does upset the social equilibrium by
settl.1ng in a relat1ve,q lim1ted area, by competing within a relative~ limited choice of occupations, and by
causing hostilit7 through his umd.llingness to look upon
himself as racially interior to the white man, ••• 23
As to the Filipinos' assimila.tion to the American cammun1tl' life, Lu-

ker CClin'lJ1eJltedl
In public resolutions, the Filipino is otten described
as unassimilable, but what 1s meant evident~ is that
his as:dmilation is considered undesirable. For,
speaking the English la.n€}lage, predisposed by his
school1ng in the Philippines for a. love of America
and all its tradltians and customs, anxious to acquire the sJd.lls and knmiledge which America. has to
••

23Lasker, p. .3.32.
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oftel" and to mix soci.aJ.q with Americans. the .more
educated Filipino is. i f a..'\}'"th:i.ng, too assim:1J able
to accept the l.1m1tations imposed upon him. b.r public
Opini01'1J and the problem which he created is not that
ot the strangei' who canot be Americanized, but ra.ther
that of the would-be American walO refuses to remain
a. stranger. 24

£ll:ttiDo-Am.eG'a.9 1ntermarljKe! J:l1 the

PhiliERWt.-Twc American

sociologists while on fellOWShip grants in the Philippines

~1terviewed

twenty Caucasian Americans married to Filipino women sta.tioned in an
American military instillation with the view of determ.1ning the direction
of the modi.fication of culture patterns oecuring as a result ot the mar-

ruga.

Chester L. Hunt and Richard W. Coller reported their fi.ndings

as tollGWSI

tie couple. did not appea.r to have who1,4r assimila.ted

ei thaI' the' American or Filipino practices, but 'Were developing an inter-

mediate type ot cultu~.2S
Theoretical Conside:ra.tion.s
People moving into an environment and culture different

tran. that

which they have been used to in their old cOUllt:ry taoe the problem ot
maldng an adjustment.

Pb3'sical environment necessitates adapta.tion.

~., p. 333.
25Chestar L. Hunt and Richard W. Coller, ttIntermarria.ge and Cultural. Ch~e: A Study of Philippine-American !4arriages, fI SocW Foree.,
XXXV (19S7), 223-230.
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In eve1'7 society, likewise" is a standing rule for its :members to conform
if they are not to

~ear

conspicuous or to be regarded as undesirables.

An attempt at a aatlafactor,y adjustment to both pb7s1cal and social en-

vironment charactenzed the earq if Bot the whole phase of the 1mm1grant' a
life in the new count17'.

Concepti

.2! s ocia;& AAr'ustment.-'l'he social part of the adjustment

is the c oncem of the social scientists.

Attempts at coneeptua.!1zation

of the process have brought forth the concepts of accCllCtdatAon, !2cBltur;r
~ HS~!!n !;t!on

and

~eati9l.

Same view each of these concepts as

independent states, while others see them a.s interdependent processes,
the drst gradu.al.q leading on to the next till the last 1s achieved.
A wide variety of explanations of these concepts could be collected.
For this study I the writer chooses to give representa.tive definitions
of accomodation, acculturation, and amalgamation wh.1ch to his thinld.ng
adequateq explain the concepts; and l1m1t detailed analysis to assimilation.
ACComgdat&OB. fj.ccording to Ernest BurgesiJ, is the process
conflict situations by maintaining social distances between gl'OUPS and persons which might
otherwise came into contlict. 2b

ot mald.ng social adjustaents to
Acculturatasa.

fi.s

seen by Charles Marden and Gladys l!tqeiJ,

26Emest W. Burgess,

1937), I, 403.

!mucl~a

.s:. ~e Social Sciences

(new York,
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involves two levels of adaptation. The first is behaTiol'al, in which the material culture, la.nguage, and seeular
behavior of the dor.nina.nt gJ'OUp is &Cq,u1red, but the key
attitudes and the participa.tion in private spheres of ille
rema1D subcultural. • •• The second level is one where
(usuall,y, though not a.l.waTs, in ad.dition to behavior) the
cultural a.ttitudes of the dominant culture have been acquired. 27

l!oseph Roucek and

ail

Ronald Warren explains amalf)F!tion
the tu.s1n~of two different ethnic groups through intel'ma.rr1age.

Eark

etUflatef

l!l upj.m3:l;iUs.-As

in ~ other science, the

development ot sociological theories takes two courses:
••• the tomulation of adequate theoretical concepts (abstract,
generalizing terms) to explain the behavior of the ld.nda of
data 1d.th which a given science deals, and the use ot experiment (controlled. obserV'atlOlls) to show the appllcS\tion ot
these abstract coneepts to the world of experience.29
Robert Park pioneered in ma.ld.ng general. statements about 1mmigrants
and. their experiences and tried

about societT.

to relate them to existing theories

With Burgess, he formulated. a definition ot assimilation

27Charles F. Marden and t;~s Meyer, W8Oritie@ bn MeJic!!! Societl
(New York. American Book Co., 1962), p. 35.
28JOS6ph S. Roucek and Ronald L. WlU"1"en, Socio,o&t (IOW'a:
field, Adans & Co., 1951), p. 278.
p.2.

29Geol"ge Simpson.. Man in Soc1et7 (New York.
--

IJ.ttle-

Random House, 1962) It
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which is now regarded as the classic one:

••• a. process of interpenetra.tion and fusion in which persona
and groups acquire the memories, sentiments, and attitudea
of other persons or group., and, by sharing their experience
and ~8to17' are inc ol1lOr4ted with them. in a. CommoJ'l cultural.

lire.

To W. I. Thomas and F. Znaniecki go the credit ot being the t.tZ"St
to <Drive theories about iJlll'fdgr$lt experience, trom an emp1ri.cal. investigation ot a particular group, the Pollsh peasants in Amerioa•.)l
Walter Hirsch, noting the failure of sociologists to detine animUation as an objectiye concept. aeE!ill8<l to tavor the Thomas and Znanieeki
approach in coneeptua.l1aing the process.

He phrased his th1nldng thus.

The writer /fi1rscb/ is ot ;the opinion that it is preferable
to evolve a concept tl"ODl the anal.Tsis of a process in operation to creating a ooncept wrA.ch . is based. on judgments of
how a process is to take place. 32

Ie §Vlthesis

bet"!t.i them

.sma reearch .!! pterelt S

ySWJ.a.tion

s1!veloR1!.-oU U an Lindt in her surYey or sociological literature on the

cultural assimilation or iDnigrants attributed the lack or consensus on

30a0bert E. Park and Emest r/. Burge.s, Intmi2~!2l!l! Science
.2! Soc!oJ.oQ; (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 ) , p. US.
3]wilJiaa I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecld.,
!:19. AmeNt (New York I Alfred Knopt,

!b.!. ~

Inc.,

~

32walter Hirsch, "Assimilation as Concept and
FC£ce,. XII (October. 1942), 39.
~~'S

v

Peasant

1921r~·-2 vols.

Process, I!
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the definitions of the process to the neglect ot the sociologists writing
or experimenting on assimila.tion to synthesize theo17 and research.

She

observed that llmany .field studies, for instance, $hed light on the proce$s

ot assimila.tion without ever formula.ting a. concrete definit10n of the
process ~er investiga.tion.

On the other hand, sociolOgical textbooks

otten detine but seldom illust.rate the
~t ottered

U$a.ge

ot the concept ....33

a ca8s1ttcatory qstem to '/lIlicb the

Ill8tI,T

detinitions

evolwd tor assimilation could tit.
The cgtU,uentel:aegt..-The tirst general categozy into which

defWtions would cluster

1S1

thQl!

"whiSh pm;1b ..Yl! cons:j4tus;nt

elsaents deemed to be operative in the process ot a8similation.34 l-Jith1n
this clasa are variations .. too.
constituent element:
chang1n.g.

There are those which specify only one

the 1Duigrant person or group has to do all the

An example of this is Jerem:lab Jenks' deSCription of the

p1'OC888 I

••• when new races of persons fran countries wi. tb d:U'terent
custans, come as 1:am1grants, it is des1rabl.e tha.t as soon
as possible they shall adjust th_selve$ to the new conditiona and adapt theuelve$ to the $octal, political, and

•

.33c1ll.1a.n Mar;y Lindt, "The Cultural Astdmilation of Immigrantsl
A Methodological. Analysis," l!aster's Thesis (Columbia University,

1955) .. P. 3.

~., p. 17.

industr1al institutions of their adopted count17 - in other

words, tha.t the)" become assimUatec1• .35

Then there are detinitions which admit duallty of the constituent ele-

ments:

the:1.llmigrant group and the native group both have their respect-

ive roles in the process of assimilatic:e. ;A. turther d:lt'ferentiation of
this type of definitions could be made on the basis ot active/passive
or active/active dichotomies.

Henr,r Fairchild's explanation could well

illustrate the active/passive dichot~:
Aas1m:f lstion involves the aba.r..donment by the migrants ot
their -original nationSlity &lid i.ae aci.;.ptioD of the
nationality of their new ennronment. .. •• AasimUa.tion is
thus a profound spiritual tl'UlSform.ation, in "spanse to
the influences of the new social environment.36

Representat1v'bS ot definitions admitting the active roles of

1migrant and 1l8.-;1ve groups 1s that of George A. Lundberg.

He defines

assimila.tion a.s Ita process of mutual a.djustmellt through which

cultu~

different groups graduall1 obliterate their ditferences to the point
where they- are

RO

longer regarded. as soci~ signitieant or observa.ble. ".37

,.
3SJe Nm:l.ah t'i. Jenks and W. Jett Lauck. Th!~l&.atiSt! Problem: .A
stuSiz.2! Ame~!S ~ata:2B CondJ.tj,o,u !DS1 N _ Ne\-I York: F\iiik and
!.vagnal 1 s (';0., 926, p. 3,0
36Hetl17 P. Fairchild. 4e:mMra~OD' A wor~d J.!OVmit and its
er1can ~S! (New York: .~e Maei,l1ZC"co,
405.

i9£,;p:

370601"88 Lundberg, Clarence Schrag. and otto Larsen, Sociology
Harper Bros.. , 1954)" p. 248.

(New Yorio

The areas

~

WtegptiQD.-In her ana.lysis ot det1n1tions !Q terms

!?L i:D!. are!:! w;Lth1n

which asSmPa.t&Oll opera.tel (basis ot her second

genaraJ. categor,r) I Lindt found that the process operates within areas
involving some aspect

or integration. Thus she difterentiates the defi-

nitions further according to the three separate areas of integration:
culture, cammunit)", and personality.

The majotit)" of definitions are

concemed with cultural integration.

Tha.t of Roucek and \ia.rren is one.

They' view assimilation as "the process b)" Which two or more groups who
have had ditferent a.tUt.udes, morea and oultural practices becane a.llke
in these things ••• a tusion

Others, like that

or

or

dilterent cultures....38

Howard Woolston, specify' the caaunity as the

area where &Bs1m:llation takes place.

"Students

or

soc1et)" use the tem

fj.ssWlatioi} to indicate the process by which individua.ls are conditioned and accepted into t he lite ot the camnunit)" ....39
Same limit the area.

or

integration to that of the personality

the individual or individua.1e within the group concerned.
l.J111er's definition exempllt;y this type.

or

Park and H.

They say that nthe process

••• involves the developnel'lt in the imm1grant and the native ot similar

38Roucek and Warren, p. 277.

39HOWard Woolston.. "'!'he Procees ot Assimilation, II SocMJ. Force,.
XXIII (Mq, 194.5) .. 417.

37
apperception masses ... for example, the meanincs of past experience retained in the memor,y of the individual. lf40

ll!!

demes

general categorr

.2t jl.ntegration.-L1ndt grouped definitions in her thL.--4
mtem! .2! tae dem es R! integration dee41t eons-

t;i;tut! tull ysl..m;L;LatJen. There are two twpes falling under this categor.r:
the f!rat which specifies total integration, the strongest proponent ot

which was Israel Zan.gw:Ul in his melting pot concept.
There she lies the gret1t Melting pot, Celt and Latin, Slav
and Teuton, Greek and SJ'rian, Black and. Yellow. yes, East
and West, and North and South, the palm and the pine, the pole
and. equator.. the crescent and the cro88, ••• how the great
alchemist melts and tuses them. with his purging name'
••• .America is God's Crucible, the great melting pot where
all the races of Europe are melting and refond.ng ••• 4J.
Cqd.e Kiser and. Emor.y Bogardus had a different idea or integration.
Their idea of it is now knCTlm as wtural ptuWII, that is, "the
functioning

or

two or more culture systems at the same time and within

the same national. unit or human societ7.n42

40a0bert Park and H. lti.ller, ~ wor1~~ Tmnsp1antn (Chicago:
The UniYel'sity of Chicago Society tor Soc! .ogiciu Research, 1925), p. 211.

4lIsrael Zangwill, .IS! H!lt1n,s
1910), pp. 37-.38.

Po~

(New York:

The Maem1llan Co. I

42cl3de Kiser, "Cultural Pluralism,,'J ~.2!.!:b.!! American Acadm

.2t Political; ~ §osi!1: Sc!encee,

CCLXII (lCJ1i9J~- 117.
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Theorie.

£!

Americanilltion.-TheH two divergent views would cons-

titute the end poles of dilferent th1nk1ng regarding Americam.satlon,
the e nd goal seen b7 llWV' as the direction towards which 1a1grants lead.
The

m.el'YaJ5.w. teo;g:.-ZangwiU's concept was popularize<! with

the initial production of his plaT, 'J.'M Mel.AAM

fO'tf,

in 1900.

Around

this time America was experiencing the heaviest Wlux: or irmnigrants
traa southern and eastem .Europe.

.Among those who fa.vored this great

onrush, the melting pot idea gained acceptance, tor it appeared to them
as a handy solution to the adjustment problems of the !migrants.
tim.ents were in favor of the 1aIn1grants t divesting themselves

or

Sen-

the old

countzyf s .....s and within a short t.1me pick up the aew world's wqs.
A f1umber of writers d.eplored the unfavorable irlfluence of the melting
pot theol"1 on programs of Americanization and the educational system.

Yet Cqde YJ.ser for one doubts the efficiency
observed,

"Fran the

or the

concept tor as he

start,it (melting pot) was at variance nth the

established policies and practioes wi til reterence to minorit1 groupe.

r t was also in conflict with the tenc1enq

of 1a1grants of the same ethnic

background to cluster together in ghettoes. 843
Cul.t'lAl: Rlru,n.;J4pe-The m.elting pot critics cO(isidered the the 017 , s
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assumptions on the nature and rapidity- ot the process ot assimilation
as its most objectionable parts.

So with its disregard for the simul-

taneous existence ot different groups 1n America.

These were the unac-

ceptable points which when examined led to the creation of the newer concept of cultural pluralism.

Its merits are enUl1l4rated by- Kiser •

•• • cultural pluralism recognizes the ethnic diversity- of
U.S. population and the fact that assimilation is a slOW' process and that even under favorable circumstances several
generations m;q be required tor its completJ.on. Cultural
pluralism acoepta the realit7 of the Wite.-oolored demarcatiou and ot the variety of cultures associated with na-

tional origins ot its foreign stock. As a ph1losop~ it
denies the uSlJlaption that there 1s one .A.rAe~.ca.n culture
fixed once and tor all b;y our colonial ancestors. It assumes
that our culture is variegated. and ctrxlamic t and. that all
1Jmn1grant groups have contributed towards its enr1cbment. 44
t~ith

the tenets or cultural pluralism guiding the developnent ot th" at-

titudes ot the native unit tow&l"ds immigrants, the latter would not have
much ot the problems "marginal." persons are 11kel¥ to encounter.

!b!

"~

eft .-Robert Park was

the first to call the attention

of social scientists to the realltT of the "marginal man."
man in the

n ••• cultural ~br.Ld,

He saw this

a man living and sharing intimate:q in

40
the cultural lite and tradition or two distinct peoples; never quite
w11J i ng to break, even it he were permitted to do so, with his past and

his tra.d1tions, and not quite aecepted, because ot racial prejudice, in
the new society in which he now sought to tind a place ••• 1t4S The marginal
man was also the ilmIdgrant during the transition period ot giving up old

wqs and

le~

either ot which

the marginal

new ones; the mixed. blood living in two worMa, in

the was more
I

I

man

or less a. stranger.

The curious position or

disposes him either to become an abnormal. persona.l1ty

beset by "inner tumoil and inunae aelf-consciousness ..46 or a superior
personality or mind e:xpressed in creative science or art.

Here, the

individual's inherited traits a.s well as the situation wherein he rinds
hi.m.selt are to be considered.

Stonequ1st, who popularized the marginal. man concept, did not mean

to narrow the phenamenon .just to the
man is not deomed to disorganization.

d.isorgani~ed

eases.

The marginal

With the right principles of ad-

justment i'ollowed,normal and f;.8.pP1' individuals can come out of marginal
men.

4SRoberl E. Park, ttHuman Migration and the MarginaJ. Man," Ame,rican

,zo~.et. S~olost. XXXIll (Mq, 1928), 892.

46~., 893.
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The

.~ c~u.-Goldberg,

too, emphasized the fact that the

man who participa.tes in two distinct cultures need not have d:U'.ficul ties
if he has been social i leeS trca early childhood as among many others who

part.1cipate in an "marginal culture. 1I47 The latter aftords the indivi'>

i

f

dual. opportu¢1.tiea to join group activities"
i

1

tlO

express his

Olm

oultural

'

interests, &Jjd gives him a senae ot sec1 uoitl', thus enabl.1:ng h.1.m to lead

I

a nozmal. stable lite.

ll1t It!!!,,;!,!, cHl;tV!uceem:.-'l'he most novel

thin1d.ng about t he end-

produot oJ: the adjustment process undel"lone by :imm1grants is represented.'
in the views of Harald Pedersen.

He dismiases the 1d.ea implied in the

concept ot assim1Jation that hn:lgrants are adjusted when. they bave
adopted the culture ot the nold. American stock."

He believes that when

people of ditfureut baekgJ'O'UIVls interact. the process that takes place

"is re~ one at accultul'ation, not &Slid mi 1atiOR. u48 He d.etines aecultura:tion as

II

a reciprocal. process between two groups in continuous first-

hand contact t.hrough wh:ich elements trcm both cultures (as well as ele-

47HUton H. Goldberg, IIA QualitiCa.tiOl1 ot the Marginal Man 'l'heo17,11
e
4i BSUm Soc&ol!£i:cM ,~new, VI (Feb., 1941), 52.

~a::-a.J.d Pedersen. "The IllDerging Culture Concept, If .2<tC1§,1 Forces.
XXII (nee •• 1950). 131.

meats foreien to both) are combined itlto a new eulture. 049 This theo17
of the "emerging culture" Pedersen proposes to tac:lli tate studies

a.ttempting to measure the changes attelldant to the interaction of dive1'gent groups.

Rej!2as s! ~ loneeat .s! "asaJ.m;i.lation "as
analysis 01 the various

d~tin1tiws

i1

BOW It.ands. "-lJ.n(lt.' s

o..i' ass1mi1<.1.ticn led her to reject

the concept "as it now s'"ands" as a major tool tor research on immigrant
adjustaent.

Her verdict rested on two groundau

The concept 18 t.oo vague. This~... tr-~e in spite
.t&G~ !1l:c:el;r becau.. of the tact -:'hat it
is characterized. b.Y a. host. of moanin,g elements
dill.ring not only ill spoe1tlcit;- but also em the
level upon which the generalization 1s .made. ~.

(1)

ot,or

(2)

The concept. lacks exclusiveness.

7'hus the analysis

of definitions otusimUatlon has lett untouched
a vast r.tU'I!Ilher of s-t,udies, to all appearances dealing
with identioal. subject matt.er, mereq beca.ua.e the
authors have conceptuaJ.ized their data in dll'terent
t.erms. 50
~.MI!,t&w

tSi

reco9ceRt~t1 ••-SCience

continuaJ..q grows.

Eumin.ln.g old. postulates. 1'lH per-speetives are gai.md..

:Lindt gives a

new directiOll tor a reconceptU6lisation of the pheacmenon of imruigraDt

,<1., 1.32.

49.2

50U:ndt.. p. .38.

r-------------.
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adjustment.

She suggests the "overall concept of adaptation ll which

\1."Ould include the icieas behind a.ccH:!turation (nnomative adaptation within a general cultural. context")' !ocial ass~t~oll ("institutional.

adaptation nthin the social system ff ) J RersoPAL !4,1ustm!nx {lithe subjecti118 psychological.

ad.c~ptation

that takes place within the context of

the iu:Sividual persona.lit,.-uh and physical accanocla.tion (llphysical adaptation within the cllmatic rather than the social environment ff ).5l
These four subcategories speci.tying types of integration

~

the areas

or cultura. social. structure, personalit7 system, and plo'"sical environment, respeot!vell'.

tincit notes the correlation between the t,ype of

integration and the area ot integration.

That these areas ot integration

be recognized is essential to her scheme of reconceptualization) and so

is the specification of the constituent elements in the process of adaptation (not just the 1Imigrant indiv1ciual or group but also the native
or receiving unit) necessary.
Free

.2! .£8t'erence

~

thie .t:l¥i:[.-Rutp Cavan in

Ib.!. American

speaks of "cultural a.ssimilation" and "social assimilation. II

Fami;Y

An

examination of Kroebert s and Parson t s concept-c.1al1sation of the "cultural
system ll and the "social system" will help cla.ri.f'y her distinction.

~.,

p. llO.

"Culture," they say, "is the transmitted and created. content and pattem
of values, ideas. and other symbolic meaningful systems as factors in the
shaping of human behavic}r and the artifacts produced through behavior. l152
The social system is nthe

specific~

relational system

among individuals and collectivities. u5)

or interactions

It is possible that an inmdgrant

!lli.\V ass1m:U.ate to a cultural system without being accepted in the social

system.

He mq accept and acquire the Amer.l.can culture. yet he is barred

fran participa.ting in the social functions of informal American groups
and tam.1l.1es, and is regarded as interior.

Ruth Ca.van goes on to iden-

tify three stages that immigrants go tl:lrough in rooting themselves in
America!

(l)

the initial stage - neither cult~ nor socia.ll1"
assimilated.

(2)

the ethnic stage - culturaJ.l,y, but not socially
assimUa.ted;

<:3}

the final stage

- "beccmd.ng American," that is, cul-

tura..ll7 and socially assimilated. 54

FilipinoS number among the later immigrant groups to settle in the

Un! ted States.

Wi th them, it is still the first generation who go through

the process of becoming assimilated.

One wol1Gers then in what stage they

52A• L. Kroeber and Talcott Parsons, "The Concept of Culture and of
Social System," Amer.l.can Sociological Review, XXIII (Oct •• 1950), 5S3.

53 Ibid •
54cavan, pp. 195-207.
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could be classified.

The writer of this study ventures to hypothesize

that Filipinos have entered the fin.:-'1l. stage of assimila.tion.
here to be taken to mean

in .!dl2. io1tit'!

ellase,

~

(Entered is

still uncompleted)

As noted earlier, the typical Filipino immigrant was young, male,
and u.nma.rried.

The abnorm:.:.l sex r,"ctio of 143 to 1 in 1920 tended to some

nor.ma.lcy only in 1940 when I"ilipine women started
the ra:t.io was seven to one.
ccmnon among the
the female.

e4r~

~oming.

But even then,

Thus intermarriage with non-Filipinos was

male Filipino immigrants and allIlost negligible among

The main hypothesis which wtll be tested in this study is:

l'llllt E!!!! FiliEinos marrlet\ 12. Caucasian:Americans part.icipate

in :Yl! Am;erican ~ 2! lU!. ~ 2

male Qlipinos ea.r;ied

~

f)1JJ.;r

12. Filipino!.

Here, the main interest is to test the ccamon assumption trk1.t intel'marriage with the members of the dominant group facilitate the assimila.tion process of immigrants.
Added to the marriage factor, the fa.ctors aS3umed to effect a difference in assimilation scores of 1mmigrants are:

age, recency of :m1-

grat10n, prior urban or rural residence, and education.

To state each

one in a hypothesis:
(1)
(2)

1'he younger Filipino immigrants ass:imilate more readily
to the American waQ of life than the older immigrants.
The Filipino inmligrants with an urban background are
a.ssimilatL~ to the American way of lite than the
Filipino immigrants who come from a rural area..

mOle
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(3)

The Filipinos who immigrated at an earlier time are
more assimilated to the American way of life than those
who immigrated at a later time (disregarding the differences in age).

0. )

The Filipino immigrants who more years of education
assimilate more read1~ to the Ar:1.erican way of life
than those who had fewer years of education.

'1'1'1ese hypotheses will be tested. on a sample of first generation, male,
married FilipinOS living in Chicago.
Indicators

.2!. ass1m!latton.-This

study will make use of the Index

of Acculturation designed by Dr. John Lennon for his investigation of the
Puerto Rican
group in Chicago. 55
,

The writer believes that it is justi-

fia.ble tt> use the same index for the Filipino group for the following
reasons:

first, the Filipinos, like the Puerto Ricans, are among the

later immigrant groups to come to the United States.
groups started to come at more or leao the

sa.l!"!C

l-:!embers of both

period.

Having linguistic

and racial. visib1li ty, the Filipinos and the Puerto Ricans have encountered
the usual problems of immigrants adjusting to a strange cultural environment.

Additiona.J.ly. both peoples had the same colonial experience - four

centuries of Spanish danination. followed by American occupation.
Lennon's index, hcwever, measures mostly the a.ssi:,dlation into the

55John J. Lennon, "! Comparative Stuctr of the Patterns of Accultura.tion of Selected Puerto Rican Protestant and Reman Catholic Fam:U1es in
an Urban Metropolitan Area (Chicago)1I Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation
(University of Notre Dame, 1963), PP. ,30-.3.3.
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cultural. system.

To a,<L:.pt it to this study# addition of items which would

gauge ass1milation into tpe social szstom is necessa.:ry:

ha.ving Americans

in onets circle of close friends, reciprocal visiting and

~t,tendi~

each

otherst parties; membership and participation in non-ethnic clubs) holding a job which enables one to make tu1l use of his educational. training;
having Americans among his clients# it he is a. professional; and ease in

entering a community of his social class to establish residence and to
Ltaintain friendships and association l1.lth his neighbors.

CHAPTm II
l1ETHODS AlJD T&:HNIQUES
The subjects eventually sampled in this study a.re cha.racterized

by the following:

male Filipinos born in the Philippines who have becone

permanent residents in the United States.. married either to CaucasianAmericans or Filipinos, and presently residing in Chicago.
Source!

.2£

name!.-since there is no cOlllplete roster ot Filipino

residents in Chicago, the best source resorted to by the writer was the
membership lists ot the different Filipino organizations in Chicago.

A

review of these organizations give same general characteristics of the
Filipino iDrrJ.grants in the city:

the region of the Philippines from.

which they originiated; their Civic, social, sport and religious a.ctivities; and their work groups.

Iru'Ise

~visions

organization of the different groups.

have been the ba.sis for the

That the spirit of regionalism is

very strong among Filipinos is evident in the number of clubs organized
among persons coming from the same province.

These clubs number eight r

Cago.van Valley Association, Cebu Club ..

Nortenian Association,

1loc06 Sur Club, La Union

~ssoeia.tion..

Pangasinanes, and Zembales Club.

110005

Nue'!a

Vizc~'a

Associa.tion, United

Being veterans of World War II, Filipinos

wer-e sufficiently numerous to establish a Filipino Post (509) of the
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American Legion.
Veterans.

S1m:Uar to this is the Filipino Post 234 of the American

The wives formed auxiliaries to these posts, and meetings of

the post and auxiliaries are scheduled so that the.y tall on the same

d~

and place; and that solved problems of wives' not wanting to be left at
home and the preparation of socials and refreshments tor the men.
Filipino 'WOmen have their own independent a.ssocia.tion-the Filipino
\1an.en's Club, whose major project at present is to guide the

ne~

organ-

ized Filipino-American youth Club of Chicago, a group of second-genera.tion
Filipino-Americans.

To attord opportunities for wholesome association

among the Filipinos bom in the United States and to develop amon.:; them
the knowledge and appreciation of the FilipinO folk music and dancestLese are some of the aims of this youth group_
Sport asoociations thrive among rnembers of this ethnic group, too,
like the filipinO Golf Club and the Philippine-American Bowling League.
Salvador Cepeda.. now a resident of Chicago, won distinction for the Filipino group by rurmint1 with the Un! ted states Track and Field Team in the
1920 International Ol,ympic Garnes in Antwerp, Belgium.

A desire to know more about the Ca.tholic Faith, of which the majority
are adherents, and the need for spiritual guidance brought about the

Ol\-

ganization of the Filipino Catholic Guild (fomerly called the Gibbons'
Society attar the late Cardinal Gibbons).

Father Leo V. ~den, the closest

American friend of m&l\Y Filipinos; Old st. l1a.r.r's Church, the adopted
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church of Catholic Fillpinos J and the Catholic Youth Organization building
on Wabash street used as their meeting place, are the indi spensable elements
of the Guild.
The post office workers and the PuJ J man Compan,y employees also have

their respective groupSJ

The Filipino Postal Club and the PuJJm.an Club.

Included among these work groups is the Philippine Hedical

As;~ociation

in Chicago whose membership is divided among temporary and pexma.nent resident Filipino doctors.
Coordination of the activities of these different organizations has
been the most challenging task ot the Filipino National. CouncU.

To get

the cooperation of all the groups is necessBrT tor the Council to legitimateq claim to be the representative body of the whole Filipino C01l'lm.unity in Chicago.1
Jk!~

2l. tbe

1eBE1e.-FrQIl the membership lists of the various

associations, 257 individuals were found to have the characteristics required for the subjects of this study.

n1e names, addresses and phone

numbers were typed on individual index cards and grouped into two bundles I
one made up of those married to Caucasian-Americans numbering 16.2. and the
other cauposed of those married to Filipinos totalling ninety-five.

Each

lSee Appenclix I for complete listing of Filipino organizations in
Chicago.
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bundle was shu.t'l'led

su.fficient~,

a.fter wldch twenty-five cards were ran-

doraly drawn to constitute the sample for each group.
Limitat!ons

2! This

stugy.-Using the Filipino organizations' mem-

bership lists as the source from which the sample of this study was drawn
did not give the Filipino non-.members a chance to be subjects of this
study.

This l1m1tation does not allow one to look into the difference in

the degree of assimilation between the joiners and the non-joiners.
Considering the small size cr.' the sample of this stud7, it is obvious
that whatever conclusions the writer could possibly make cannot be uncritical.l¥ applied to the whole Filipino group in Chicago.
A rough estimate of .200 bachelors could be found among the Filipinos;2
yet this study is concerned onl¥ with the married ones because of the
a.ssumption that the married male person is more stable due to the responsibilities delila.ndad of h1m. by famil3 life.

Lea.ving out the bachelors

will not make clear the question of the significance of the marriage factor in t:,e assimilation process of the immigrant.
It ha.s been hypothesized that concomitant to the .increa.se of the
degree of a.ssimi1,::.tion is residential migration from the center of the
city to the suburbs.

Several. Filipino fa.m.1lles live in the suburbs of

2Infon.a.a.tion from a persomJ. interview of the author 'With the
president of the Filipino National Council.
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Chicago and they were not included in this study', .ror reasons of convenience on the part. of the researcher wh..:> does not drive.

This anission

leaves vague the question <?f whetl;.:'l." the irI.m1gra.nt residing in the suburbs
is more assimilated than the 1migra.nt liviru,; in the city.
Sche~

.2l mterviews.-'l'he cards picked out of the two bundles

were re-sorted according to addresses.

were clipped together, and it 'Was

aJ.w~s

Those having the same zone numbers
tried, for convenience, to

schedule two families living in the same viCinity on the same

d~.

These

previous schedulings were all tentative as the interviewer had to consider
a.l.so the day and time preferred by the subjects.
Prlo:r-!2-inte£I1!!! cgnrmrmea!4.on.-A form letter introducing the
researcher and requesting a visit and an interview in the home of the subjects ws mimeogr9.phed and sent to the latter a week before the requested
appointment date.';

In it, too, was an announcement that t hey would be

caUea by phone previousq to verity the appointment, or i f they were occupiea on the requested

~,

to make known to the interviewer their pre-

ferred day and time.
Of the fifty form letters l:miled, two were returned for wronc: a.cldresses.

The results of the follow-up calls were a.s follows.

.3Soe Appenrlix

n

for a sample of the form letter.

Among the

5:;
Filipinos married to Caucasian-Americans. six. took the initiative of calling
the researcher before the latter had a chance to, saying that they were
lOoking forward to tte visit and extended the invitation to have dinner

\-4th them.

Fiw refused (on three occasions.. the wife took the call, and

on the other two, the husband did - one saying, nCount me out,n and the
other refused more 'tacttuJ.lJ" with, "I'll be a~ tor!!f¥ vacationlf).

One

number was called five times on'suocessive di\rs with no answer.
With

~he

group camposed of both F'ilipino spouses .. two called ahead

of the researcher, one phone did not answer, and five refused:

the first.

because they were about to move and were busy packing; the second (ldfe)
said, ''We live just like any other fa.m1ly and I dontt see a need for
your studT J If the third (husband) wanted to be interviewed over the phone;
the fourth (wife) refused, aqil.g thf1,Y did not get tar in schooling and
did not think they" qua.l.i.tied to be interviewed; and the fifth (huaband)

excused himaelf saying he was bus;r.

In this group were two subjects who

cOll8ented to the appointment.. but were not bame on the set date.
To eanple'te the number of the sample. other cards were rand01!ll¥

picked fran the rest of t he carda.

Ill! interoew
modified scbedule

schedule.-Interviewing wao guided by the slightly

des4~d

by John Lennon in his study of the Puerto Rican
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grou.p in Chicago. 4
The first set of quostions sought general intor.mation such as their
town and prarlnce of origin, age, year of leaving the Philippines, their
present citizenship, their teel.i.ngs toward the Philippines, and their
intention of returning or staying permanently in the United States.

Part I of the schedule inquired about the housing conditions of the
subjects, their attitude towards living in Chicago and the ease with which
they entered their present neighborhood, and the degree of a.ssociation

they have

~d. th

their neighboJ"S.

Part. II treated aspeots of tamil.,y We I

year and type of marriage,

nationality descent of the Caucasian wlfe, siblings of both husband and
wife, the number of ohildren, their cpinion on l1m1tation of the number
of ohildren, and their preterence tor Chicago or the Philippines in which
to rear their children.
Part III questioned the associational and voting behavior of the

Filipinos.
Part IV inquired into educational atta.:1.nment, occupation and income
of the group a.s well as the subjects' attitude to'\'mrd l:'lives t wn r !d.l1[;;

outside the heme.

The ability to speak English and language preference were looked

4see

Appendix III tor schedule and coding guide.
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into in Part V.
Part VI sought intonnation on church membership and religious behavior of the Filipinos; while Part VII had questions on the food habits
and preferences of the Filipinos.

The

&nteroew p£2P!r.-The

and canpleted within 28 dqs on

interviews were started on July JO, 1963

A1lL,~t

26, 1963.

An interview genera.l.4r

took two hours in the home of the respordent; that includes having refreshments or dinner, being shown around the house, and being entertained
by the children who e1ther had talents in plJving the piano or guitar,

or dancing.

1'4:0$ of the

time, the interviewer was alone, and took either

the bus or the train to the hanes.
On veekdqs, an average of' two interviews was tried to be completed.

The earliest an interview could be had on weekdl\Ys 'Was at 5 :30 P.1"!. since

most of the respondents worked and the fact that Filipinos are scattered
all over the city did' not ma.lco it convenient for the interviewer.

An

hour bus ride in between two interviews wus not infrequent.
lleek-ends afforded more time to see a. n1BXilmml of' five families with
the first apPointment at 10:00 A.I-i. and the last one at 7:30 P.l-I.
Tile ,roul?

S!!. FUipi!18s

married

1:2 Caucasian-AmericanR.--Generally,

the interviews were triendl,y and the respondents were cooperativa in

answering all the questions.

It was not difficult tor the interviewer to
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establish rappert with the respondents. except for three cases:

an elderly

man. perhaps. was nervous that he had to walk his dog first, buy some groceries. and light a Cigar before his wire finall¥ coa:x:ed him to sit down
for the interview, the second rtl2.n1fested too much reluctance by giving
most4r short and "don't known answers (probabl¥ the presence of a friend
visiting inhibited him) J and. the third in which the interview was started
well. but wldch later became strainecl as the discussion of the respondent's present 1'eelillgs toward the Philippines progressed.
To. put the respondents at ease, the interviewer started giving out
the questions

~

atter assuring them that all the information they

would give will be kept confidential, that nowhere in the report; of the
study would their names be mentioned.

Horeover.. the interviewer asked

the pexm1asion of each one to take notes while the conversation wa.s in
progress.
view. )

(~U.meo8ra.phed

answer sheets were filled aut during the inter-

Personal questions such as age. income.. type of marriage cere-

mony-.. etc. were a.lway-s introduced ·,-d.th va.riations of "wOuld you mind i f I
a.sk you a personal question?"
On seven of twenty-five occasions, the interviewer was accanpa:nied

by a friend who served both as a traveling compan1on and later, also to
engage the 1-d.fe in conwrsation. since the earlier experiences of interviewing both husband and wite (eight instances here) proved to. re too

long and the wives alw;:ws managed to have their views heard m.ore than

,
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their husbands f •

Fifteen interviews -were held just with the husband, and

this was followed by 1ntomaJ. chats with ten of the wives, the other two
being out at the time of the visit.
troverted.

~Jot

all the wOOlen. though, were ex-

EKperiences with three of them were limited to a brie!' intro-

duction and they then buaied themselves with housework:.

All the inter-

views with members of this group were conducted in Ehgllsh.

Those who owned their homes proudly showed this researcher around
the house, and the grandtathers (eight in this

&TOUp)

had photos of the

little ones on hand to exhibit.
FUi:01nos are wll....known tor their hospital.1ty.
almost rude not even to oftel' a drink to a.ny visitor.

For them, it is
The major.1.ty of the

Filipinos married to Caucasian-Americans were no Er'.A:ceptions to this "rule. rr
Six famUies served refreshments during the visit, the interviewer had
dinner with seven famUies, and three had bags of home....grown tomatoes and
bitte~lon

and

home~de

cookies for the interviewer to take home.

Filipino girls are not to be seen wal.king alone in the streets

after 6:00 P.}1.

The respoments showed much conoem about the inter-

viewer's going around the city at night.

\,,'henever unaccompanied, she was

either driven home or wal.ked to the bus stop.

Toward the middle of Au-

gust, three Filipino-American couples. met during this project, took
turns driving the interviewer to her appointments.
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.Ih! grouR .2! !'h!J..Rinos m!£l:ied 12 Fil!Einos.-Like

the forr.ter group,

the Filipinos in this one were cooperative in answering the questions-

freely and with frankness.

The only difficulty encountered was ,dth two

wives who h:;;.d to be reassured otten during the interview that all the
information would be kept confidential.

Here,

l1ke~dse,

the preparatory

statements were expressed prior to asld.ng personal questions.

Notes were

made on the answer sheets as the interview progressed and one, when about
to contids about his first marriage, requested, "Don't take this down.

This is just between us. 1f
On thirteen trips, the researcher brought along a. companion tor the

same purposes stated above.
plated with the husband

on.:q,

The main part. of twelve interviews was canand the rest with both husband and ld.1'e.

Eighteen interviews were conducted in Ehglish, four in both English and

Tagalog (National la.n;.;uage of the 1'h1lippinea), and three principa.J.:4r in
Tagalog.
This group was not outdone in hospitalit,..

The interviewer had

dinner with ten fanUios, and in eleven homes, she was served Bonte reotreshrnents during the interview.
On
~th

the occasions that the researcher was alone, the respondents

wball she had the last appointment in the evelling either drove her

hane or wa.lked her to the bus stop.
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.Y.l!. deee .2!

assin!£ation.-To detemd.ne the degree of

cultural and social ass1m1lation of the F1l1pinos, this study will make
use of the Index ot Acculturation designed by J obn Lennon• .5 To the sixteen tra.1ts and attitudes orig1naJ..q constituting the index will be added
the following items which the writer believes 'WOUld give a fair indica.tion ot the social assimilation of the Filipinos:

circle of close

friends, the ~orrelation between education and occupation (that is, does
his present jOb enable him to make use of his educational training?),
and ease in entering a c<JDmUnity ot his social class to establish resi-

dence and where he maintains friendships and association with his neighbors.

These additional items were inserted next to the items in the

original index closely related to them and

wel")

given the same lIl'Gight.

The professionals in the group who reported having non-Fil1pino clients
were given additional points.

Lennon described the traits and attitudes in his index as

110t

such

a ldndthat those persons who manifest these traits in their totality can
be said to be highly acculturated to the American lite, \'lhile those who

SJohn J. Lemon, "A Compara.tive stu.dy of the Patterns of Acculturation of Selected Puerto Rican Protestant and Catholic Families in an
Uzb an Letropo1itan Ar8a (~hicago), IJ 'Cnpublished Doctoral iJissertation
(University of l~otre Dame, 1962), pp .. .30-.3.3.,
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lack them can be designated as least acculturated. ,,6
The procedure followed for scoring was:

IlEach individual /jias given

a. whole number acori! on each i tan on a seale of points ranging from

4

to 0 with a score of 4. indica.ting greater [8.ssUrdla.tioril and proceeding

dow to a. score of 0 which would indicate lesser J:ass1:miJ.atioJVu7
Index of Acculturation
Weight

1.

Intention to return to the Ph1lippines
to live pennanentq

(1.0)

4. de1"1niteq no

3. no

(If just to vislttt)
2. undecided
1. yes

o.
2.

det1nite~

Attitude toward

yes

llviq:~

in Chicago

4. prefer it
3. accept it
2.
1.
O.
2&.

undecided
dislike it
f'ird it unbea.rable «(*want to move")

Ease in entering his present communit1*

4. experienced no opposition, was welcomed
6~., p. 29.

7Ibid •

-

*Item added to orig1naltndex.

(4.0)
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Indices

Weight

in friendship by non-Filipinos

fran the start.

3. experienced initial opposition, but
2.
1.
O.

'¢

graduall¥ made friends with nonFilipino neighbors.
experienced no opposition. has no triendsl'>.ip,
but only some association with nonFilipino neighbors.
experienced initial opposition, has no
friendship, just sane association with
non-Filipino neighbors.
experJ.enced initial opposition, has no
friendship, no association with nonFilipino neighbors.

3. Voting behavior

(2.,)

4. alwa.ys
3. sometimes
2.
1.
O.

never
ine1ig1ble
do not want to vote

4. Preference tor Chicago to tho Philippines for
raising ohildren

4. pretE'r Chicago
3.
2.
1.
O.

accept Chicago
indifferent to both
preter the Philippines
pl.a.nn1ng to return to the Phillppines

,,- ,a. 1'1Etl1bership in social clubs (ethnic)

4.
:3.

active

2.
1.
O.

inactive
no affiliation
reject clubs on principle

~~porad1c

(1.5)
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Indic.,

" 5b. Membership in social clubs (non-ethnic)

rleiGht

(3.5)

4. active
3. sporadic
2.

1.

o.

inactive
no affiliation
reject clubs on principle

50. Hembership in "marginalfI clubs*

4.

).

2.

1.

o.

~

5d.

4.

2.

1.

o.

,,6.

active
sporadic
inactive
no affiliation
reject club on principle

Circle of close triends*

).

(2.5)

(3.5)

Americans only
l.[ostl¥ Americans, tew Filipinos
Equal. number of Americans and Filipinos
Hostl¥ F'ilipinos, tew Americans
Filipinos on4r

Knowledge of Iihglish

(5.0)

4. excellent
3. good

2.
1.

o.

7.

fair

very little
none

Preference tor English over native dialect
(at hane)

4.

al.wa;ys (pl"e.fer English)

otten

).
2.

both equa.J.q

1.

sometimes

o. never

*ItEml added to or1g1nal L'1dex.

(4.0)

Ll-.

Hell-fur:nishod (radio. r_~v, rur;s on floor,
l"elatiYe1y netl nnc1 \-lell-ko;:ot j:'urniture
and I'lppliancos, Hall and tahle deco;'nti:;ns,
drapes.'

3.

adequately furnished (salle as ahove but
not as neH or as Nell-keT.Jt.)

2.

su~ticient1y furnished (ful~ni t nre and
appliances in fair condition, small rues
on floor t fevl or no decorcltions.)

1.

inadequately ;furnished (furniture and
appliances \1011 '!lorn and 'brol:on dOlrln, no
covorings on 1:-rindo'<ls, bare floors.)

o.

l::tinimally furni 9 hed (tho bare essentials
of chairs, table, D.nd beds, furniture and
a.ppliances "/orn out t and often, broken down.)

, 9&. Actuality of working wife
It..
3.
2.
1.
O.

h'ife Horh:ine; full-time
Hife \<lorkin5 )al't-time
vlorldnr; ,d.fe :presently unemployed
\idfe not Hork:tne
,-rife not etlployab1e (phyoical inca;.'Cl.bllity)

9b. Attitude tovlard .'life \'lOrl:inc
if..

definitely aCCel)t it

3.

accept it

2.
1.
O.

un{~""'ided

dislL'k;e it
stronGly dis111:;:9 it

lOa. Occupation ."mel (Hh·.cation+
II-.

apI)lies edl.lc<:ttional

+Iter.'l added to

ori£~iIlal

truin:Ln:~:

inu.c;{.

directly on Job
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Indices

vlNght

3. in a different field. yet holds job

because of his educational training
job requires a moderate use of his
educational training
job calls for very little of his
educational training
job calls f'or nona of his educational
training

2.

1.

o.
"'lOb.

Income

(3.5)

4. $5,000 and over
3. $4,QOO..$4,999
2. $3,()()()...$3,999

1. $2,()()()....$2,999
~.
under $2,000
\ ll.

Food preference

(2.0)

4. prefer American onl1

.3. both American and Filipino

2. American sometimes
1. Filipino only
o. neither

12.

De:3ira.billty of practicing family Ur:dtation

(2.0)

4. desirable
3. acceptable
2.

1.

o.

, 1.3.

undeeided
unacceptable
undesirable

Church attendance

....2.4..,
1.

o.

on Sundays and on some weekda;ys
on Sundays
sometimes
rarel;r
never

(2.0)

6S
Indices
~.

14. Education
4. College
3. High School
2.

1.
O.

Upper grades (5th to 8th grades)
Lower grades (1st to 4th grades)
None

\ieight

(4.0)

CHAPTER III
THE ASSDULATION PATTERNS OF FILIPINOS
I:ARRIED '1'0

CAUCASIAN-M1ERICAl~

In the following pages, Categoty I will be used to refer to Filipino
respondents married to Caucasian-Americans and Category II to Filipino
respondents married to Filipinos.
Fa.ctors Attendant to the Ilmdgration of Catego17 I Respondents
~.2!

orie.-Among the inhabitants ot the Philippines, the

Bisqya-Cebuano and the Iloke-speaking peoples have shown the most evidence
of movement.

This is attributed to the tact that the areas (the lowlands

of Luzon and the Central Vis8\Vas) occupied by these tt40 groups are 'the

most denseq populated regions of the Philippines.

T\..'enty-three, or 92

per cent, of the Categozy I respondents came from the Luzon plains and the
remaining

t\!lO

or 8 per cent emigrated from the

Vi~as.

The Philippine Census Bureau classi.f1ed as cities those places which

are populated by twenty thousand people or more.
tion were classified as towns. l

Those with less popula-

Using these categories., eight or 32 per

cent of the first group, could be said to have been urban dwellers.

!chester Hunt et al., Sociolo~!:! ~ PMliPJ2inef SettiM (Manila:
Alemar's, 1954), p. 263.
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF CATEGORY I RESPONDENTS
BY SIZE OF BIRTHPLACE8.

Size of Birthplace

Number

Percentage

Over 100,000
50,000 - 99,999
20,000 - 49,999
10,000 - 19,999
5,000 - 9,999
2,500 - 4,999
1,000 - 2,499
Under 1,000

0

1
7
10
7
0
0

0.0
4.0
28.0
40.0
28.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

T 0 T A L

25

0

l

100.0

&Population figures were calculated for the year
when each respondent lett hie birthplace tor the United
states. Source I Census 2! ~ Phil1PRW' (Manila:
Department of Census and Statistics, 1903, 1918, 1939,
1948, 1960).

I!!£ .2l de~ !t9! l!1!

Pb!l4Ee1nes.-The earliest to cane to

cane to the United sta.tes among those interviewed in this group left the
Philippines in 1906 and the last one to leave did so in 1933.

The

years 1925-1929 saw the greatest percentage of emigration fran the Phil-

ippines for those in this categor,r.

....

TABLE II
DISTIUBUTION OF CATEGORY I RESPONDEl'JTS BY YEAR
OI<' DEPARTURE FRGi 'rHE PHILIPPINES
F

Year of Departure

1905 1910 1915 1920 ...
1925 1930 -

Uumber

1
0
5
5

1909
1914
1919
1924
1929
1934

i!&! ~ the

time

£!

2

4.0
0.0
20.0
20.0
48.0
8.0

25

100.0

12

Total.

Percentage

departrure.-The departure-age

group was thirteen to twenty-eight.
four got the highest frequency:

rant,"t'l

The age interval of t\'Jenty to

eleven or 44 per cent.
TABLE III

DISTRIBUTION OF CATmOR! I P.ESPONDENTS BY AGE AT
TDlE OF DEPARTURE FRG! THE PHILIPPINES

Age a.t Depa.rt.ure

Under
15 20 2; -

15
19

24-

29

Total

for this

Number

Percentage

2
4

8.0
32.0
44.0
16.0

25

100.0

8
11

twent~
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Raasog

!2.t l;eax;Lm

the Phil.im?WS.-"To get n11'se1f a job which

can support me through school" was the reason given by t'WCIlty, or SO
per cent.

Three resiJonded to the invitation, "Join the U.S. Navy- and

see the world."

one desired adventure, and. the last one admitted ex-

pressly- that he left hom.e to find work.
Previous resi.dence

J.a ~ United

Statea.-For sixteen, or 6.4 per

cent I Chicago wa.s llot the first metropolitan area they resided in.

They

had experienced urban living tor at least a year in the cities ot Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Denver, Kansas City, Philadelphia,
v{ashington, D.C., and New York.

I~apolis,

The rest ot the group (nine or 36 per cent)

came straight to Chicago fram the Philippines after a briet stopover in
the \ieet Coast.
Year £! iWv!l:

in. ChicB,ao.-Between the years 1915 and 1949, Fili-

pinos in Categor,y I came to settle in Chicago, with the greatest number
of them, for any five year, arriving in the period fran. 1925 to 1929.
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TABLE. ", .IY'

DISTRIBUTION OF CATEnORY I RESPONDENTS
BY IB;AR OF ARRIVAL IN CHICAGO

Year of arrival

1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 ...
194.5 -

Number

Percentage

1
6

4.0
24.0
36.0
28.0
0.0

1919
1924
1929
1934
1939
19441949

Total

9
7
0
1
1

2.5

4.0
4.0
lXJ.('

frewt !&!. H£9UR.-Everyone in Categol"JT I could be said to be in the

later age groups - the "youngest" among them being t1tty-one and the oldest
being seventy-one.

The m.ean age is .59• .5.

TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF CATEGORY I RESPONDENTS
BY PRESENT AGE
:

Present Age

N'umber

Percentage

.50 - .54
.5.5 - .59

.5
7

6.5 - 69

:3
1

20.0
28.0
36.0
12.0
4.0

2.5

100.0

60 - 64
70 -74

Total

9
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The Catego17 I Respondents a.s Camnunity Members
Attitude towarn

~vin~~

.Yl

C!rl.cago.-Except. for one

is bothered by the cold winters of Chicago,

ev~ryone

\::4.')88

health

gave a favorable

response to the question, "How do you like living in Chicago?"

The degree

o{' response varied. from one o! accepti:le; it as evidenced byi..hc replies.,
1t\1e're used to i tl" to one of preferring it, "Chicago is rf.'t3" hom.etown, It
"I've been all over and I

al.w~s

come back to ChicS,£o. tI

&1 insigr.t into

the favoralJle responses could be gained fran the other answers:
the best place to find a job

Ih! cg!!p!u'd;tz

in,"

"This is

"Live where you work. 1t

paipJlborhooda where

lh!

£!sisten.\s reside.-The Reuben

H, Donnelley Corporation produced an 1nfonnation handbook on Chicago which
cla.ssified and grouped together seventy-five individual community neighborhoods (ba.sed on the Census Burea.u' s seventy-five ccmn:um.:tq area.s) in
ten geographical area.s:

the Far North area, Far Northwest a.rea., Near

North area, Central area, West area, Southwest area, Far Southwest area,
South Shore area, Far South (~lest) area, and Far South (East) area. 2
The respondents are sprea.d in the first seven areas with some
concentration in the Far Northwest, Near North and Far'dest areas.

2ror a complete listing of ccmmunity- neighborhoods constituting
ea.ch geographic area, see Appendix IV.
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79th

87th
95th
103rd

lllth
119th
127th

135th
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TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION OF CATEGORY I RESPOND~JTS BY THE
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA IN WHICH THEY RESIDE

Geographical Areas
Far North area
Far Northwest area.
Near North area
Central area
Far West area
southwest area
Far Southwest area
South Shore area
Far South (West) area
Far South (East) area
Total

Uumber

Percentage

4.0

1

20.0

5
9

36.0
4.0
24.0
8.0
4.0

1

6
2
1
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0

25

100.0

0

Attitude towards residential intemtion.-It is interesting to note
sane ot the responses obtained tor the question,
this neighborhood?"

"no you

<Ale answered, lilt is all right.

like living in

It is not integrated

yet. II Another said, ItNot so good because the hillbillies have started to
cane in. tf

Could this be a tendency among thEm to take on what seems to

them to be the white people's usual attitude toward integration?
~

.2!

residenee.--HOn1e-Ownership atfo:..-ds some torm of sectu-i ty

and pride for the Filipinos.

Twelve, or 48 per eent, of Category I res-

pondents, own single tamily dwelling units with a well-eared-tor yard
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and garage.

Each has a garden with plots of petunias, zinnias, or roses

which were in bloom. during the writer 1 s visit.

These hooleowners could

be described as tlutilitarlans" for eight of thEm had converted their base-

ments for use other than for a storeroom and laundry room.

Finished.

spacious, and often with .tacillties like a kitchenette and a bar, they are
used for entertaining .trienda.

A doctor had half of his basement trans-

formed into an o.tfice and consultation room. at home and the other half
into a famil,y

rocD.

Four share ownership and occupancy of a two to four nat building
with some relatives.

Another one owns a building of three tlats, occupies

one and has the rest rented to non-relatives.
Seven, or 28 per cent, of the group, are renters:
with several apa.rt.ntents, one in a single

.t~

.tive in buildings

dwelling unit owned by ano-

ther Filipino, and (.ne on the main floor of a structure intended primaril,y
for business wrdch is used both as a small shop and .tor living quarters.
The modal number of rooms in these residences is six..

of roans is the count of whole

TOQD.S

"The number

used for living purposes, such as

living roams, dining roans, bedroGm8, lodgers' roans" and rooms used for
otfices by a person living in the unit. ".3

.3Census
1960),

n,

2&.

xvi.

HousiRg (U.S. Department of Canmerce, Bureau of Census,

7S
Seventeen, or 68 per cent, of the residences are well-furn1sPed
with .relativel1' new and. well-kept furniture and appliances.

The rest

(eight) are adequately furnished. 4
Nei.&hborlineg with non-F1!1.Rtno!!.-1ust a feiiJ (four, or 16 per
cent) have gotten beyond casual association (greetings and short eonvel'sations) with their neighbors.

One of these has developed a friendship

wit.h three white neighbor families, close enough for them. to exchange

visits, help one another in house jobs like painting.

On one occasion,

this respondent got very i l l and called on his American triends for a.ssistance.

ents have become naturalized Americans.

One trankly admitted that it was

"for convenience" that he applied for citizenship.
good job. ff

til had to-to get a.

Could he be expressing the motivs.tion of the other nineteen

FilipinO-Americans?

Of the tive who reta.1ned their FUipino citizenship,

two claiPled to have never found the time to file their application for
naturalization.
present jobs.

1\;0 said it was not necessary in order to hold on to their
And

the last, with some pride, explained, III do not want

4Befer to the Index ot AccuJ.turation on p. 63 for the distinction
between well-furnished and adequately furnishGd.
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to lose

~

identity as a Filipino."

tU th the exception of one. all the Filipino-American respondents

claimed to be regular voters in both local and national elections.

The Categor.y I Respondents a.s Fa.m1l¥ Hen
l~ationalitz

qescept

.2!. Caucasian-American

mrtners.-The incidence

of mating with imigrant women is not signi.f'icant among the Filipinos
interviewed.

Only five contracted marriage_with one Polish. two

and two Scotch immigrants.

German.

There is no evidence of selective choosing as

to the nationality de80ent of the women ma...rried by Filipinos.

Their Cau-

·casian partners, mostq of the second or third generation, trace back
their descent to a wide z'a.nge of eleven d1:tferent nationa.lities.
TABLE

vn

raTIONALITY DESC.ENT OJ? CAUCASIAN-Al{ElUCAN
\VIVES OF FILIPINO RESPONDENTS

na.tionality descent
British

French
Il"1.sh
Geman

Italian

Number
1

1
3
7

Percentage

4.0

4.0

12.0
28.0

0.0
8.0

Scotch
Belgian
Norwegian

0
2
2
2

Czeehos1ovaldan

3

1:2.0
12.0

1

4.0
100.0

Polish
Roumanian

Total

3

25

s.O

S.O
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liiarria.ge ItatU. -Gener~I it could be said that the respondents

lead stable married lives.

For twenty, or SO per cent, this was the onl.y

marriage they had contracted. Some unions are so stable as to have lasted
for thirty-seven years.
and all" except

Four of the responClents have been divorced onee,

tor one of thEm, have remarried.

One lives with his fourth

wife, having divoreed three others.
TABLE VIn

DISTRIBUTION OF CATIDORY I RESPONDENTS
BY lU.RHIAGE STA'lUS
I

)ilal'r1age

status

First filal"'r1r.-gO
First wife died, remarried
First wite died, remarried
now divorced
Divoreed once. remarried
Divorced more than once,

remarried
Total

ls:a.:r .2! ma.r;r1¥e.-The

earliest

Number

Percentage

;>..l
0

84.0

1
2

4.0

1

4..0

25

100.0

anv

one

0.0

8.0

or

the Category I res-

pondents oontracted marriage was in 1926, and the latest in 1959, with a

great incidence in the

ear~

19308.
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TABLE IX
DIS'l'RIBUTION OF CATIDORI I RESPONDENTS BY
YEAR OF }1ARtlIAGE \aTH PRESEtJT \.JIFE
1

Year of mar:riage

1925 19,30 19.35 1940 1945 1950 1955 -

lJumber

1929
19.34
1939
1944
1949
1954
1959

2

8

..tt£! 2! marr1!ge

8.0

5
5

;32.0
8.0
20.0
20.0

1

4.0

25

100.0

2
2

Total.

Percentage

8.0

ce1'Gg.-Although twenty-four. or 96 per cent.

of the Filipinos married to Caucasian-Americans interviewed for this stu<\y,
are baptized Catholics, eleven, or 44 per cent, sealed their marriage
bond in the Catholic Church.

'rhia lOW' percentage of Catholic marriages

could pa.rtly be explained by seven interreligious marria.ges (five Pro-

testant and Cathollc, and

tl'1O

Jewish and Catholic), two of which were

solemnized in Protestant churches.

were civil marriages.

The rest (twelve, or 48 per cent)
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TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF CATIDORY I HESPGJDENTS
BY TYPI~ O}' I,lARRIAGE CEl~1ONY

l~~e

cex'anorty

number

Percentage

12

48.0

1
1

4.0
4.0
44.0
0.0
100.0

Civil
Protestant (sect

Unspecified)
Lutheran
Catholic
Conserisual

II
0

Total

25

Sitze

.at .t's4l;c.--Sixteen,

or 64 per cent" of the Filipino respondents

in Categor,( I cane from big families with six to thirteen children.

ean" or 72 per cent

five children.

ot their wives, come from families

wi.ti:~

not more than

Yet among the wLves.. two had sixteen brothers and sisters,

and one had fifteen.
TABLE XI
NUl,mER OF SIBLINGS OF CATFrHlcr I
RESP<lJDEKTS AND THEIR'V;?!VF.rS

Siblings

o
1
2·- .3
4 - 5
6 - 7

8-9

10 -ll
12 -13
Over 13
Total

Eight-

Husbands
Number Percentad
o
0.0
1
4.0
.3
12.0
5
20.0
8
32.0
2
8.0
3
12.0
3
12.0
0
0.0
2 5 1 0 0.. 0

"lives

Number

o
o
5

Percenta~e

0.0
0.0
20.0

13

52.0

.3

o

12.0
0.0

1

4.0

o
'3

0.0
12.0

25

100.0
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That the practice of limiting the number of their children is acceptable
Not one ot

to the respondents is evidenced by the size of' their tamilies.

them has more than four children, and there are eight families without

arrr.

This interviewer came across cn:q one case of the wife not being able to
bear al\V children.

Two couples had each adopted a. boy, but no irquiry

was made by this investigator as to whether ha.ving their own cbUdren is

possible.
Also, emphatic statements such a.s, "It is a crime to have m.a.rl7 chUdren if you can't raise them properq, It and ttl am one of those who are
against la.rge famUies" attest to their preference for
However, two respondents thOught otherwise.

f~

l1m:ltation.

"I don.t agree with it u

and "I don't favor tha.t--a.s long as the wife can bear children. U

TABLE XII
DISTRIBUTION OF CATIDORY I RESPONDENTS
BY THE NtmBER OF THEIE CHILDREN

Number of Children

Number

,
Percentage

~
1
2

8
8

32.0

,

3
4

Adopted (1)
Total i

(

2
3
2
2

2;

•

32.0

8.0
12.0
13.0
13.0
100.0

aOne reported. that his wife cannot ha.ve a.l\'f children.
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Preference for ChicOOo

!2. the

Plf.i:Mppines !.or raisim SChil.drea--

The respondents in this catego17 are divided into three different opinions

as to where it is best to rear children.

Nine of than preferred Chicago,

their choice resting on factors of "more conveniences here ft and "more
opportunities tor education and stable jobs."

The disciplinary aspect of

rearing ch1l.d:ren was the recurrent idea brought out bY' those eight of the
respordents 'Who preferred the Philippines.

are more disciplined.

tiThe children in the Philippines

They are more receptive to parental

counsels."

And not a few mentioned that it is less expensiva to rea.r children in the
Philippines.
Well &ware of the conveniences in Chicago and of the more etfective
discipline ot chUdren in the Philippines, the rest (eight) were ambiguous

and did not express al\Y preference.
~

lZreferenge.-Those among the respondents 'Who have American

wives do not have the chance to speak their dialect at hane.
is not sanething any one among them is sorry about.
English always.

Yet, this

They prefer to speak

Two of them stated, til can't even speak a:rr;r dialect

straight now. 1f
There are differences as to their con:m.and of the English language,
Six could be said to speak it scellentg. with no grammatical errors, and
they are able to convey their ideas eaail¥.

Thirteen managed to make
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themselves understood well. yet verr often they made the usual grammatical
errors

or non-agreement ot subject

example. "I

s~s ••• , tf

and predicate in number and tense. tor

"He don.t •••• '~ or til got ••• 1f (instead of ttl have •••• tt)

and expressions like, 'lWe can't do nothing about it."

under this categorr are given a. score equivalent
rating given to six.

All those falling

to.fW.SS!..

FMr is the

They are able to speak English, but this interviewer

had to be patient and had to ask for more explanations before she could

understand the respondents' ideas.
used a lot of slang expressions.

This was the experience with those who

One expressed himself in the course of

the interview thus. "I tell you what I teel.

I pull no punches.

Our own

ldnd has the characteristic of jealoUS7.

Because I don't throw no" money

around. they nickname roo a Filipino Jew. 1t

To the question, Uvlhat could

you say about your lite here in America1" one a.nawered. ttl got no kick

caning.

Thank God (knocks on the table) I got a good lite.

hungry.

I got money saved.«

I dontt go

No a.ttempt was made by arq of the respondents to teach their children
how to speak: their dialect.

[cod preteramce.-The respondents proved to be more "nationalistic"
when it cOt'les to food habits.
usual.l.y for dinner.

aJ.wqs have r::i.ce

All

ot them have rice at least once a dt\v,

"\'/e like both American and Filipino food but we

eve~."

The majority of the wives have learned to

prepare the more popular Filipino dishes, l.11m adobo (pork and chicken
dish) .. P!RStit (noodles sauted with vegetables and meat), and lumpi! (egg
roll).
RelJ..Qous !tY:tH4es and bebavior.-All the respondents, except one,
are baptised Catholics, yet onJ.;y nine or 36 per eent of them reported
thEmSelves to be regular churchgoers.

This could be explained by the fact

that the Catholicism ot the average F'Uipino is based on sentimentalism
rather than on the firm foundation of knowledge about the Ca.tholic Faith.
Thus it is not surprising that the majoritY' ot them have dr1tt.ed away.

They gave varied reasons:

til have no time tor it," Ifl don't believe in

going to ehurch at\VIllore," "1 see a lot ot contradictions in it, It "I married
outside the Church. tI

That the Filipinos are not well-Womed about the

obligation to support their Church regularl¥ is evident in the observation
of a number of them about the tJpassing ot the plate more otten here."

And

one cla.:1.med tha.t he stopped gaine to church "because they require us to
give 7 per cent ot our inc<me."
Act~

g! and atti;!(ud.e

t.oJ!f!lAi

w:Lte

'WO~.-F1tty-six

per cent

ot the respondents' wives (eight, run-time, and six. part-time) lJOrk,
mostly as oltice and store elerks.

The majority of the husbands in Category

I favor their wives' working outside ot the home.
among them trown upon the idea.

Six. or 24 per cent,

One was a.dama.nt against it,. saying, r'Yloman

al,.

is i'or the halle.

I don't believe in spoUing the wife.

a fifty-fifty distribution of work.

There should be

A man who cooks takes awa:y the res-

ponsibUity of the wanan. tI
Educational. and Econanic Characteristic of Catego17 I Respondents

gsycatioQ!l atWPffient.-It has been mentioned that the Category I
respondents stated that they came to the United states for the purpose of

getting an education.

Five, or 20 per cent, Obtained college degrees.

The others found. they had to devote most of their time to their jobs, al-

though twelve said that they took sane courses in college.

The American

wives collectively- did not go as tar in schooling as their husbands.
"Some high schooln was the farthest m.a.D¥ of them reached.
had sane years of college,

registered nurses.

Three , however,

two of them having had special tra.1ning as

as
TABLE XIII
EOOCATIOlJAL ATTAII'f·lElIT OF

CATmO~\Y

I RESpamElJTS

AND THEIR laVES

•
Educational attainment
Graduate or Professional
School
College graduate
San.e college
High school graduate
Sane high school
Upper grades (5th to Sth)
Lower grades (1st to 4th)
None

Total

Husbands
Percentas.te

:Number
1
4
12

Wives
r Percentage

u.

16.0

4.0

0
0

1
1
0

48.0
12.0
12.0
4.0
4.0
0.0

1
12
8
1
0

0.0
0.0
12.0
4.0
48.0
32.0
4.0
0.0

25

100.0

2S

100.0

3
3

3

Qccwtr\OJ!.-General.l¥, the respondbnts have been sloli' in moving up
the occupational class ladder.

stUl, lll£:l.lV occupy the same

I'Ul'lg

they were

in during their earlier ;years in America-clerical jobs in the post office
and service jobs in hotels and railroad cars.

F1f'teen, or f'1fty-tl'1O per

cent, can still be classified in those two categories.

Some improvement ..

however, is noticeable, as in the ea.se of' the suceessf'ul practice ot two
professionals in the group (a general medical practitioner and a chemist)
and the snall business ventures of a few - a. photo studio, a tailor shop
and a barber shop.

An inquizy was made about the clients or customers

served by these professionals and small proprietors.
to have Americans for all their customers.

The latter claimed

All three sounded sanewha.t

cynical about Filip1nos being gOOd custaners.

nIt's all monkey business

with them. \'Jhen they have no mcne,., they come to you. \..'hen they a.re
loa.ded, they go to sQnebody else. U

Asked i f he had the same experien.ce

with FilipinOS, the general medical practitioner said it was not so in his
The reason 'Why be has onl.y five Filipinos among his patients (SO

case.

per cent wbite and 50 per cent Puerto Ricans, 14exicans and Negroes) is

that his office is lOcated at quite a distance from where most :r'1lip1.."10S
reside.

TABLE XIV
DISTRtOOTION OF CArmony I RESPONDENTS
BY lWOR OCCUPATIONAL CLASS

OccupatiOnaJ. ewe

Professional and teclmioal
}!anagerial and small pro.prietorship
Clerical
Sales 1
SkUle~

Sordee

Semi-sldlled:3
Unsk:Uled
Total

Number

Percentage

2

s.O

:3
7

12.0

0
5
5
2

1
25

26.0
0.0
20.0
20.0

S.O
4.0

100.0

lxncludes foremen, draftsmen, repairmen, and negfltivo retouchers.
2Incl udes Protective semce, cooks, bartenders, t1aiters and 'barbers.

3Includes leather finisher and material. handler.

Incaneo-?aneteen, or 76 per cent, ot the Category I respondents
have annual incomes of over $;,000 which would safeq rank them in the
lower middle income group.

A tiner breakdown of this group tims tifteen

responlents with incomes ranging tran $;,000 to $7.999, two ea.ming bet-

ween $8,000

and $10,000, and another

two ma1d.ng more than $10,000 ~.

TABLE XV

DISTRIBUTION OF CATmOHY I ltESPONDENTS
BY .A.NMJAL OOCUPATIONAL INC(l,iE

Income

$;,000
$4,000
$3,000
$2,000

Number

Percentage

19

76.0
12.0

and over
- $4,999
- $3,999
- $2,999

Under ~2,OOO

Total

3
3

12.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

25

100.0

This annual incane is 11m1ted to the eam:lngs that the husban::ls make trom.
their occupati<ms.

No investigation was made as to other sources 01"

income such as the sa.J.a.r.y ot working wives and the proceeds tram. the rent
of buildings which some of them own.
Social Characteristics of Category I Respondents

Cucle
into

t\'IO

2! c60se tdend,.-The

respoments could be genera.lly divided

groups with regard to the triends that they intimatel.1' associate

those who have mostly American, with a few Filipino triends (eleven,

with:

or 44 per cent of the F1l.ip1no respondents married to Caucasian-Americans
showed this pattern), and those with mostq Filipino, with a few Am.erican..
friends (fourteen, or
this pattern).

56 per cent of

the Category I respondents followed

A pattern could be discerned in the association of

Filipinos married to Caucasian-Amerieans:

they tend to seek friendship

among couples of a similar mixed union.
~

Plft!tl!!rsWti.-The Fillp:1:o associations seem to be more popular

than either non-ethnic or 1Im&rg1nal.ff5 clubs among the respondents.

Fou:r-

teen have some atfUb.tions 'With Filipino regiona.l clubs, nth ten occupying offices in them. at one t1me or another..

Six were war veterans, hence

belong to either the American Legion or the American Veterans.

Four

joined non-ethnic organizations-two in their respective professional
clubs and the other two in the Holl' Name Society.. a Catholic association
of men.
The Gateeory I Respondents and the Pbll1ppines
Helping a brother,

sist~r

or nephew and nieces financial4r back

in the Philippines keeps most of the respondents in regular contact with
their relatives.
,.

5r'1-ia.rg1nal cl·...ws ll refer to those organizations which al'a AIilerican
in origin.. but Filipino in membership.
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Although a few ware criticaJ. when asked regarding their present
feelings about the old count.ry# the respondents genera.l.ly expressed positive sentiments toward the PhUippines.
more deurly t11a1l our ch1l.dhood
for the Ph1llpp1nes.lt
ldnd of aplit.

is here."

All

m:r

d~s.1t

"nothing rema.:I.ns in our thoughts
"I am. still a. hundred per cent

Some we:-e ambit,''!uous in their attitude.

nIt. a

thinking is back there although overything I have

The most preciOUS part of that "eVt)rything" is bis fami.ly which

discourages the enl;;ertaiDnent of aI:13' thought, among those with children,
of going back to the Philippines.

The chUdl.ess FU1pino, however# has

nat. given up the thought completely. "That you can never tell. Perhaps,
san~.

when I :retire, I'll be able to return hane. l1

CHAPTlm IV
THE

ASSnU:LATIor~

PATTERNS OF FILIPINOS MAr1RIED

TO FILIPINOS
Factors Attendant to the _SgraUon ot Ca.teg017

.I!!m..2! 0r&&in.-The
the place
ents.

or

n

Respondents

Ilocos region in northern Luzon was named as

origin of twelve, or 48 per cent, of the Category II respond-

Another twelve claimed tha.t they' came from towns constituting the

Cent.ral Plains of Luzon.

trom the

One d1ttered in or:1g1n .1'rc& the group.

He came

Vis~as.

The majorit7 ot their wiyea (fifteen.. or 60 per cent) hailed tram
northern Luzon, five came trem central. Luzon, one was tram. southem Luzon,
and tour orig1na.ted from the V1sqas.

Thus, among these couples, there is a rather signii'icant degree of
intel'o-regional marriages.

Nine ot the husbands and tU'teen among the

ldves were tomer urban dwellers.
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TA.BLE XVI
DISTRIBUTION OF CATmoRY II RlSPONDErn'S
BY SIZE OF BIRTHPLAC:mL

Size ot birthplace

Over 100.. 000
50.000 - 99,999
20.000 - 49.
10.000 - 19.999

m

9,m

.5,000 2,500 - 4/1/9
1.000 - Z,499
Under 1.000

Total

Husbands
Percentage

Number

2
1
6

VI:!ves
Percentage

timtber

8.0

1

4.0

7
7
7

24.0

7
7
2
0
0

2f.t.O
28.0
8.0
0.0
0.0

25

100.0

2
0
1
0

25

4.0
28.0
28.0

28.0
8.0
0.0
4.0
0.0

100.0

1

Figures ccmputed tor the years when the respondents lett the PhU1pp1nes tran the Cemwl2! the p~iRlee!1 1903. 1918. 19.39.. 1948.. 1960.
(1·1anUa: Department ot COIlmlerce
Industr:r. Bureau ot Census and
Statistics).

I2!t 2.t deerture .n:sra the

pbPJ.ppin!s.-The range ot years ot

departure in this male group extends from 1916 to 1954" with the greatest
incidence ot emigra.tion fran the PhUippines in the years 1925 to 1929.
Canparative~. the 'Wives lett the country m.uch la.ter than the men.. twenty--

one, ox:- 8/+ per cent .. lea.ving attar vlorld \iar II.

TABLE XVII
DISTRllllTIOU OF CATl!GORr II RESPOfIDENTS AND THEIR \\TlES
BY YEAR OF DEPARWRE FruH THE PHILIPPINES

Husl,ands

Year of Departure

1915 1920 1925 ...
1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 -

1919
19241929
1934
1939
1944
1949
1954
1959
1963

Ase !!:. the

Percentage

Number

Percentage

2

8.0
24.0
36.0
16.0

0

1.
2

0.0
4.0

6

9
4
0
0

1
3

~

0.0
0.0

0
1
0

8.0
0.0
4.0

0.0

16.0

4.0

4
6
8

0

0.0
0.0

:;

24.0
.32.0
12.0

25

100.0

25

100.0

0

Total

vlives

Number

12.0

2L deJ?!l1m::e !!:s ~ Pb1l4Wm l. -The youngest

among tho respondents to em.igrate was eleven years old, and. the oldest
was thirty-three.

The rest are nomal11' distributed between the ages of

fourteen and twenty-eight tdth a. DUlllber clustered in the interval of twenty
and twenty-four.
emigrated.

The wives were relativeq more matured. in age when they

The median age of departure among them was twenty-nine.

I'
I'
"
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TABLE

xvm

DISTIUBU'l'IOrJ OF CATEGORY II RESPONDENTS MID THEIR WIVES
li'Y AGE AT TIHE OF DEI>AETU RE FHG! THE PHILIPPINIiS
....

...

•

Husbands

Age at departure

Number

Percentage

3

12.0

10

40.0

Under 15

15 -19
20 - 24
25 .... 29

1
0
0

4.0
0.0
0.0

1
3

e

25

100.0

2;

100.. 0

6

35 - 39

40 - M-

Total

0
0

0.0
0.0
16.0
36.0
32.0

20.0

.5

30 - 34

\-livee
Number
Percentage

Reason! for 1ea,nRi the

24.0

4
9

Pbi\MP.P'nee. -Eighteen,

-

4.0
12.0

or

72

per cent, of

the m.a.le respondents stated that their purpose in coming to the United

states was to study.
money.

Three wanted to improve thelll$e1ves so as to earn more

The desire to see the United sta.tes prompted tour to leave their

country.

Four ot the 'Vtaoon came to the United States to get married, and nine
jo1ned their husbands here.

Seven nurses in the group signed up for the

United States Exchange Students' Program. tor more protessional tra1n1ng.

Three came to stu<tr, one as a tour1at, and another tor treatment.

I!prlous residenge

a

~ uBt~

,§,tate!.-A little more than halt

of the respondents in Category II had at least a year ot residence in other
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American cities:

l~ew

and vlashington, D.C.

York. Los Angeles. San Francisco. Seattle, Denver,
All the wives came stra.1gbt to Chicago traa the

Philippines.
~

sL ¥rhva.l i:l C.hicpg,o.-Be.f'ore

the depression in the 19300#

tii'1enty, or SO per cent, of the male respondents had arrived in C1-..!cago.

The other iive, or 20 per cent, came a.tter the second tlor1d War.

The dis-

tr1bution of the wives by year of a.rrival in Cb1cago is not in any

~

dif-

ferent tran their distrlbution by year ot depa.rt\U"le tram the Philippines.

TABLE XIX
DISTlUBUTION Ol" CATIDORY II RESPONDEf;TS AND THh"'lR
BY YEA.R OF AruUVAL IN CHICAGO

Year of arrival
191.5
1920
1925
19.30
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960

....
-

Total

1919
19241929
19.34
19.39
19441949
19S4
1959
1963

Husbands
!fumber Percentage

0

6

1
.3
3
1
2
0
2
1
25

0.0
24.0
28.0
12.0

12.0
4.0
8.0
0.0
$.0

w-:rv~

Wive.
IiJumber Percentage
0
1
2
0
1
0

4

0.0
4.0
8.0

0.0
4.00.0
16.0
24.0
.32.0

4.0

6
8
.3

12.0

100.0

25

100.0

Present..!&2 8j!"gBp.-The Category

n

respondents 1s a group of young

(under 50 ;.years) and old (50 yeam and over) with the old ones numbering to
Twellty-t~lO..

seventeen, or. 6S per cent.

young, followiilg the

Sanlt'

or

as

per cent, of the '!".1.ves are

d6tin1t1ons.
TABLE XX

DISTRIBUTION OF CAT1i.GORY II RESPONDENTS AND THEIR vlIVliS
BY PRESENT ACE

Hus

Present age

Number

25 w 29
.30 - 34
.35 ... 39

0
1

40 - 44

2

4S - 49
SO - 54

:3

2
0

-t

W1Y~•.

Percentage

lJumber Percentage

0.0

1

4.0
8.0

4

8

S.O

6

12.0

0.0
24.0
24.0
16.0

4.0

16~0

32.0

24.0

:3

12.0

1

0
0

0.0

55 - 59

60-64-

6
6

65 - 69
70 -14

4

2

1

0.0
4.0
S.O

4.0

0

0.0

25

100.0

25

100.0

Total

The Category II Respondents as Community l'iEmbers

At'Y;t;m1! towA!l!s

;t1~

M1 CMcyo.-,rTherefs

Chicago.. '~ "I l.1ke living 1n a. big city,n "This is

l!ij"

no better place than

hometown," were sane

of the expresa10ns used by fourteen men, or 56 per cent of the group, to
males known their preference tor Chicago.

Seven accepted living in this city
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because of opportunities for higher wages, ani tour revealed their desire

tor a change and "move to a warmer place."

I!orth a..'1d the Near North areas are the concentration points ,for seventeen,
or 68 per cent, of the Category II respondents.

The rest are distributed

in the Central. Far ~'1est, Southwest and South Shore areas. 1

DISTP.IBUTI<ll OF CATIDOl1Y II RESPOnDENTS BY THE
GEOORAPHICAL AREA IN lrJHICH THEY RESIDE

.............". ., .....

~

.....

,

~

III III

Geograph1cru. areas

l"ar North area.
Far Northwest area
Near North area
Central. area
Far West a:rea
Southwest area
Far Southwest area.
South ShQre area.
Far South (vleet) area
Far South (East) area
Total

Number

a
0

9
1
:2
2

Percentage

32.0
0.0

36.0

4.0
8.0
8.0

0

0.0

3

12.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

25

100.0

Attitude towards re@idelJ!.!al tntegration.-The respondents seem to

have taken on the dominant group's :;;tandard in sizing up a

c~;:ur,J.ty.

neighborhood is "all right as long es the colored. have not come in. U

Tr.e
Per-

haps this attitude influences the cho1ce ot the majority tor the Far North
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and

near NO'rth areas of ChicagO'•

.!:.2!.s.! reecle1l!!.-Haneowners
fourteen O'f them.

0'1"

dominate in thie categO'ry.

There are

56 per cent or the F1l1pinos married to' Filipinos

interviewed in this prO'ject.

FO'ur.

0'1'

16 per cent own single fam:i.:Qr dwell.-

ing un:i.ts with garages and wll-kept yards.

built :not more than ti ve years agO'.

'l'wo of these homes have been

The count of rooms in both O'f them

is six, including the spacious and finished. basement which is used as
faJl1iq roan and fer entertaining purpGses.

The other two are

one has fourteen rooms and the other has nine roans.

ncr

as

new)

The upkeep and fur-

nishings ot these two are at opposite extremes, with the first properl;r

mainta.ined and ex:pensivel;r f'umished (Hammond organ, piano, stereo set ..
a.cccrdion, ldtchen appliances like a built-in cven with burners that slide
cut when about to be used .. two dishwashers.. a. fixed and a portable Gne,
clothes' washer and dryer), and the other hane was untidy at the time of
the visit and crdinnr:Ll;r tumished. except for a pianO'.

The pianO' is a

prestige object amO'ng the m1d.d.le class in the PhUi.ppinea and 'When the

child.ren cf middle class pa.rents start schGol. they begin their music lessons.. toO'.

It is interesting to' note that nine families in CategO'ry II

have pianos and except for two tamU1es whO' do not have children ct school
age, the rest have their children take music lessons.

A clever

~

cf

developing the musical talents ot their four children has been arranged.
by a ccuple whO' intereste4 their eldest boy in p1¢ng the acccrdion, the
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second boy has become adept in pl¢ng the organ and the two younger girls
take tums in practi:;ing their music lessons on the piano.
A building \d.th t1tJO to six flats is the possession of each of five

haneowners.

They occupy one a.part.ment a.nd rent the other units to non-

relatives.
Anot.hel" type of hc:meowner among £iva re:;pordents was observed.

Each

share ownersh1p and occupancy of a building with two to six nats with
l~gular

relatives or triends.

maintenance W'aB evident in the good condi-

tion of these a.pa.rtment buUdings.

A slight difference, however, in the

cost and co,:dition of tumishings could be observed.

Four of the units occ

pied. by the respondents could be categorized as "well-furnished" with
relativel,y new furniture and appliances like pianos, treesers, washers,
dryers, and ranges.

The other six have adequate furniture and appliances

which are not as new as the to:mer.
Ten, or forty per cent, in this group are renters.

Five rent in

buS,] dl ngs having two to :;ix apartments.. and the other t1vo rent in mult1ple-apartment bu1l.d1ngs.
well furnished} three,

Three of the renters ha.ve their apartments

adequat~J

and four with the minimum essential. in

fairly good cond1tion.
Five is the l'llOdal count of rocms in the residences oi' the Categor,y
respondents.
In the Philippine:;,

f~

relationship is far extended to include

n
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third to fourth degree cousins.

This explains the incidence of relative

roomers in eight families of this group who also get their board and
lodging free.
NeighborUness ~ n0n-FiUpinos.-One fami~ among the respondents
of Category II has developed friendship, though not extensive, with its
neighbors who happen to be second generation Puerto Ricans.

The majority

have not gone farther than an occasional greeting and briet association
with their non-Filipino neighbors.

But their children could be rated

high on neighborliness for they have befriended their white neighbor
children with wham they exchange visits in their hOOtes.
Entering into their present

easy except for one.

comnur~ties

wa.$ reported to have been

The Caucasian neighbors of th<3 latter ill the Near

North (\ilest) area signed a petition against his moving into the home he
purchased.

And this initial opposition, four years hence, prevented the

development ot aqr kind of association between the respondent and his
neighbors till the present.
Citizenship

!m!. yotw

bebavior.--A lone respondent retained his

Filipino citizenship, but all the rest have been naturalized.

These twenty-

four American citizens claimed to have been regular voters in both local

am

national elections.
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The CategoI7

n

Respondents as Fam1..q Men.

H!£lj1age status.-Generall.y J the marriages of Category II respondents
have been stable, cons1de.ring that tor twent,-, or SO per cent, these are
first marriages.

The other five, or 20 per cent, are second marriages,

with one widowed and tour, once divorced.

The tormer partners of the lat-

ter four were all Caucasian-Americans.
Among the wives, the incidence of second marriages was minimal:
two, or S per cent, both widowed.
TABLE XXII
DISTRIBUTIOl~

OF CATEGORY II RESPOND»!TS
DY 14ARrtIAGE STATUS

r,1arr1age status

Number

Percentage

First marr.i.age
First wife died, remarried
First wife died, remarried
now elivoreed
Divorced once, remarried
Divorced more than once,
remarried

20

80.0
4.0

Total

Year

.2! m&rd.a.ge.-~Iineteen,

1
0

0.0

4

16.0

0

0.0

25

100.0

or seventy-six per cent of the marriages.

were contracted in 1950, at the earliest.. ·Consideri.ng this and the fact
that seventeen of the respondents are over fifty years, one candtduce that
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the majority of the respondents married ut a. late age.
TABLE XXIn

DISTRIBUTION OF CATIDORY II B.ESPONDENTS BY
YEAH or"' MAHHIAGE \!tITH PRESENT 1I.TIFE

Year of marriage

1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 -

1919
1924
1929
1934
1939
1.944
1949
1954
1959
1963

Total

lz.a! .2l marriese

Number

Percentage

1
1
0
1
0
3
6
7
6

4.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
40 0
0.0
12.0
24.0
28.0
24.0

25

100.0

0

ceremom;.-Baptized Catholics in this Category number

to tv;enty-one. or 84 per cent.

Fourteen, or 56 per cent of the marriages

were solemnized by Catholic priests, nine. or 36 per cent .. by civil magistra.tes, and two, or S per cent, by a Unitarian Church minister and an
Aglipqan (Philippine Independent Church) minister.
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TABLE XXIV
DISTRIBUTION OF CATIDORY II RESPONDEHTS
BY TYPE OF HAh.iUAGE CEREMONY

Marriage ceremOJ11'
CivU
Protestant (sect
unspecified)
Lutheran
Un!tar.ian
Catholic
Aglipq
Consensual.
Total.

Size

.2£

Number

Percentage

9

36.0

0

0

0.0
0.0

1
14
1

56.0

0

4.0
0.0

25

100.0

4.0

f3l!1l.y.-That the attitude toward familJr llmitation is one

of general approbation is evident in the size of the families of the respondents in this group.

The

fou~hiJ.d

lami13 is the largest.

groups of four familles each have tour, three, and t\iO children.
~

Three
Six

-

families have an only child, and seven are without

azv.

Among the child-

less couples, one wife is pregnant and two couples have been married less
than a. year.
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TABLE XXV

DISTRIBUTION OF CATIDORY II
RESPONDE.:NTS
EY Tl-lH; r.mmER OF THEIR CHILDREN

Number or children

Number

Percentage

Married 1eso than a
year

2

8.0

1
4

4.0
16.0

;
4
4

16.0
16.0

viife pregnant (first
child)
0

1
2

:3
4

Total

;

20.0
20.0

100.0

2;

Canpared to the size or the families or origin of husbands and wives,

these families of procreation are relatively small.

Twenty-one of the hus-

bands and eighteen of the wives COile from families with four or more
children.

Of course, the fa.ctor of' the late marriages in this group could

partly account for the small size of the families of procreation.

Agree-

ment wi th family limitation was expressly stated by eighteen of the male

respondents,

main4r

for financial reasons.

Six however, expressed agree-

ment with the idea of "letting nature take its course and take the children
a.s they come. II
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TABLE XXVI
SIBLU1GS OF CATIDOl1Y II
AND 'l'HEIR

RESPOODEr~TS
~'i1:VES

~t1ves

Husbands

Siblings

Number

Percentage

~rom.ber

0
0
4
9

0
2
5
6
6
5
0
0
1

20.0
24.0
24.0
20.0
0.0
0.0
4.0

25

100.0

0
1
2-3
4-5
6 - 7
8 - 9
10 -ll
12 -13
Over 13

3
2
0
0

0.0
0.0
16.0
36.0
28.0
12.0
8.0
0.0
0.0

Total

25

100.0

7

Preference

!2£

Chicago

Peroentage
0.0

S.o

!2 !b! Phili;mines 12!: re8.l'i.ns children.-

Four respondents said they see no difference in rearing children in Chicago
or in the Philippines.
preference.

The rest in the group are equa.ll.y divided in their

Chicago was preferred by eleven. or 44 per cent because of

"conveniences and more educational and job opportunities."

The Philippines

was the choice of those concerned with the discipline phase of childrearing.

They mentioned that discipline could be more easily enforced in

the Philippines because of less distractive influences outside the home.
Other advantages in the Philippines cited 1:.."1 the respondents are less
expenses and no baby-sitting problemss

"Over there. we've got many
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relatives who could help take care of the children."
La.ng\;a.g,e preference.-Among couples who come from. the same dialectspeaking region in the philippines, a pattem of lan..:,tI'\l.age usage was disclosedl

the childless :t:nrtners alwqs speak their dialect at home, \'ihile

in those families with children, the couples use the dialect,
they are alone.

With the children, only' English is used.

noted also that as the number of years of their

st~

o~

when

It is to be

in Chicago increases,

the language preference between these Filipino couples gradually shift
to English as was claimed by the three elder couples interviewed.

These

three have been 11ving in Chicago for more than thirty years.
There were five couples who did not speak the same dialect so that
they have to use English all the time.

Ten respondents manifested an

excellent command of the English language during the course of the interview.

Eight were rated "good" and seven, tlfair."l
~

dirmer.

preferenoe.-Hice is indispensable in eve17 respondent t s

He has to have it at least once a dq.

The majority, Sixteen,

or 64 per cent, expressed a liking for both AmericAn and Filipino food.

lrhe same ratings used for Category I respondents were followed.
here.
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As one put it, III love steak but I have m;r rice with it."
Religious attituqes
are not ea.sy to make.
mixture.

~

behaY!0r.-Generalizations on this point

Their religious behavior and thinld.ng are a curious

Twenty-one, or 84 per cent, claimed to be ba.ptized Catholics,

but thirteen reported to have been regular churchgoers.

On Sundays in

the winter, this number declines to eleven.

The following statements

reveal the reasons for the neglect of some:

"l am a baptized Catholic,

but a Protestant in belief."

"I

&0

to aIry church, Protestant or Catholic."

"I am a Ca.tholic in name, but don't consider myself belonging to any
church. II

One' couple who changed membership from the Catholic to the

Methodist church, explained their action, thus:
the

w~

services are conducted.

~'le

"We are not

satisf~ .$J.

with

are blinded by the interpretation of

the Bible and we can't understand La.tin-It
Actua.litZ

.2! !S9. !ttitude

toeard

l!!!!. world.ng.-Eighteen

Filipino

wives work full-time a.nd one, part-time, most11' as floor nurses and clerks.
However, there are three professionals in the group:

a high school teacher,

a medical technologist, and a laboratol')" technician; and an enterprising
beauty shop operator.

Seven, or 28 per cent.. of the husba.nds are wholly

approving of their wives' working outside the home.
cent,

s~

Eleven, or 44 per

they are resigned to it either because the women want to or

they need the extra. money.

The other seven frown upon wives doing work
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outside the hame.
Educational attatnment.--This group presents a good record on the
number of years of formal schooling completed.
same years in high school.

EveI70ne had at least

Five went to protessional or graduate school,

four obtained their college degrees and nine had some college work.

In

general, their wives show better accomplishments in schooling with 92 per
cent of them having at least completed high school.
TABLE XXVII
EDUCA'lIONAL ATTAIIW.tENT OF CATmOny II

RESPOND:ENTS

AND THEIR WIVES

Educational attainment
Graduate or professional
school
College graduate
Some college
High school graduate
Same high school
Upper grades (5th to 8th)
Lower grades (1st to 4th)
None
Total

Husbands
Number percentage

0

20.0
16.0
36.0
16.0
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

25

100.0

5
4
9
4
3
0

o.

Wives
Number percentage
4
5
11&
3
0
1
0
1
25

aSix reglstered nurses are classified ir.', this category-.

16.0
20.0
44.0
12.0
0.0
4.0
0.0

4.0

100.0
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Occupatlon.-Collectively. the respondents are not able to make use
ot their education to the fullest in their present occupations.

Fourteen,

or 56 per cent of them, are in clerical and service (cooks, waiters, pro.tective service) jobs which require some, if not very lit.tle, of their
educational training.

Yet, the presence of 60 per cent in the three upper

occupational classes is an improvement compared to their earlier immigrant dqs.

The FilipinO professionals and small proprietors sern almost

exclusive17 an American clientele.
TABLE XXVln

DISTRIBUTICfi (li' CATEGORY II RESPONDENTS
Bl MAJOH OCCUPATIONAL CLASS

.
Occupational clus

Number

Percentage

Professional and technical
Managerial and small proprietorship
Clerical
Sales
Sldlled
Service
Sani-skilled
Unsldlled

:3

12.0

4

0
1

16.0
32.0
0.0
12.0
24.0
0.0
4.0

25

100.0

Total

e

0
3
6

Income.--With their annual occupational incomes clustering around
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$5,000, excepting a few extremes (one below $3,000, and four over $10,000),
Category II respondents could be ranked among the lower middle income
groups.
TABLE XXIX

DISTRIBUTION OF CATEn·ORY II RESPONDENTS
BY Al®llIAL OOCUPATIONAL INCGIE

Income

l~umber

Percentage

76.0

$5,000 a.nd over

19

$4,000 - $4,999

3

$3,000 - $3,999
$2,000 - $2,999
Under
$2,000

'l
.;

12.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

25

100 .. 0

'rota!

Social Characteristics of Category II

12.0

R.ttspondent~

Circle £l. close friends.-There being a fairl)" large community of
Filipinos in ChicaLo, the circle 01' friends of the Category II respondents
is composed mostlJ- of their own kind.
with this pa.ttern.

'i'here wa.s one who did not go along

A recognised anaesthesiologist and professor in a

school of medicine, he claimed to have more American, than Filipino friends.
Club membersh!:p.-Among the Filipinos married to Filipinos interviewed, thirteen reported that they belong to some Filipino regional clubs.
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Six claim.ed membership in the F:Uipino Catholic Guild.
clubs joined by five are:

Shriners, Arts Club of

The non-ethnic

Chicago~

a university

aJ.umni association, an athl.etic assoe1ation, Holy liame Society, and a list
of over ten medieaJ.

societies~

enumerated by one respondent.

Seven war veterans in the group are listed as members ot the Filipino
Posts, American Legion or American Veterans.
The Category

n

Respondents and the Philippines

Apparentq, the respondents do not obtain reliable 1n.tomation about
present

cO~1ditions

in the Pbilipp1nes.

As tar as this interviewer could

gather from the conversations with the subjects, their sources of news
are

he~

trom scme tellows who, a1'ter thirty- y-enrs, went back to the

old country, and. might have b.rought along American standards to appraise
Pb:Llipp1ne situations and. came back with biased observations.

These

unwholesane pictures they- get ot the old countr:r account tor the ambiguous
answers of .m.al\Y to the question ot whether they intend to go back to the

Philippines:

t'1,1a,.ybe, when conditions change. Jt

Seven, though, have made up their m1nds to retum when they retire.
1I~l;y

pension here 'Will amount to tour times as much in the Ph1l1ppines. tf
Ten respondents are set on stqing in the United states and hope to

just visit the Phil.1ppines somedq.

A protessional explained his decision

to stay thus, "I feel out ot place there (Philippines).
room tor the practice of

l~

profession.

There is not much

The services that I otter are too

expensive for t he average vage-earning Filipinos. It

CQi.tPAIUSON OF THE

ASSnULA'l'I~i

PATTERNS OF FILIPmas

IURRIED TO CAUCASIAN-AMERICANS WITH THOOE OF

FILIPINOS

~rARl:UED

TO FILIPINOO

Factors Attendant to the Immigration of Filipino Respondents
Town

Sf! or.1.g1n.-Bounded

by China Sea on the west and by the

Cordillera Hounta1ns on the east, the Ilooos region provided just a narrO'W'
strip of land for its fa.st-gl"OWing number of inhabitants.

The lowlands

in Central Luzon, the central Vi831'u, and the 1loC08 region constitute

the three densely populated areas in the Pbil1ppines.

The bulk, eighteen,

or 72 per cent, of the Catego1'7 I respondents traced back their orig1.n to
the Iloo08 prov:lncesj while twelve, or 48 per cent, 1n Category II also
named the I1oo08 region to be their area of origin.

The other twelve, or

4e per cent, of' the second category came from Central Luzon. The number
of

Vls~an.s

1n both groups was small, t'VlO in Category I :mi one in

Categor.r II.
The number of urban dwellers (those who originated from towns with
a population of twenty thousand or more)
Category I with eight and Category

n

ill

in both groups are canparables

with ten.
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TABLE XIX
DISTRIBUTICll OF FILIPINO Rl;SP~NDIilJTS
BY SIZE OF' DIRTIIPLAC:mL

CategoI)" I
Respondents

Categor.y II
Respond.ents

Number

Number

Over 100,000

0

50,000-99,999
20,00<>-49,999
10,000-19.. 999

1

:2
1

Size of
Birthplace

5,000- 9,999

2,SOO- 4,999
1,000- 2,499
Under 1,000
Total

0

0

2
0
0

2S

25

0

Nl.lttIber

Percentage

13

4.0
4.0
26.0

14
2
0

28.0
4.0
0.0

0

0.0

;0

100.0

2

2

6
7
7

7
10
?

T 0 1: A L

17

-

34~O

\-igures computed for the Je&rs when the respondents lett the
Philippines trom. the Census of the Philippines: 190,), 19l5, 19.39, 1948,
1960. (Manila: Department or Commerce and Industr.y, Burea.u ot Census
and Statistics).

Year

.2t geP.N1Cu£! .tts&. the fhiliPJ9m'.-By

first group had lett the Philippines.

1933, eve170 ne in the

The first to pioneer in this group

left the country in 1906, and the majority followed a.t the c<lD.pletion of
~iorld.Wa.r

I through the beg1m:dng of the depression years in the thirties.

'J.'ne ea.rlieat

sOjot'.l"'tlf3r

in Catego...7

n lett

homeat"ter the pioneer in

Categor.y I had stqed in America. tor ten yea.rs.

The 1920 ended with

~

teen.. or 6e per cent, of the second group groping their wqs in Amer.l.can

ciUes.

The years between 1925 and 1929 made up the period of highest

emigration fran the PhilippineS for both groups.

TABLE XXXI
DISTRIBUTION OF FILIPINO

a:~PONDP:JTS

DEPARTURE FRCM THE

Year of
llepart;ure

1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950

-

1909
1914
1919
19241929
1934
19.39
1944
1949
1954

Total

BY YEAR OF
PHILIPPINES

Categor,r I
Reepondents

Categor,y II
Reepondents

lhaber

Number

Num.ber

Percentage

1
0
5

0
0
2

1
0

2.0
0.0
14.0
22.0
42.0
12.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
12.0
100.0

S

12
.2

6

9

T 0 T A L

7

11
21

c

0
0

0
0

1

.3

6
0
0
1
.3

25

25

50

0

A&! ii ~ time 2!

4

ge~.-Ilmigrant-respondents

of both categories

stated that they were in an age range ot eleven to thirty-three years at
the time they lett the Phillpp1nes, with the largest concentration in both
groups over the ages of twenty to twenty-tour.

TABLE XXXII
DISTRIBUTION OF FILIPINO RESPONllENTS BY AGE AT 'IRE
TU~E OF' DEl'AR'IURE FrKI'! THE PHILIPPINES

Age at
Departure

Under 15
15 - 19
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - :34
Total

Category I
Respondents

Catege1'7 II

Number

Number

2

;3

T 0 T A L

Respondents

Number

,

Percentage

0

10
6
1

21

4

10
1

10.0
26.0
42.0
20.0
2.0

2;

25

;0

100.0

s

a

11

Rs9D! tor le!!i193

~he

13

P!4l:&Pmaee.-There

was not much difference

in the stated purposes ot the respondents tor leaving their hCll.l:·s.

:;:~l both

groups, the majority asserted. that they had ambitions ot improving them-

selves through formal. education.

P£!!iOUS residenS!

J.u!rb.! Uptted

§tates.--urban llving in America was

not a new experience fer twenty-nine men in both categeries when they came
to settle in Chicago..

A m:lnimum ot a year's sttq in metropolitan areas

like New York, \ia.sh1ngton" D.C., Denver, Seattle, Los Angeles, a.."1d San

Francisco. was part ef the early immigrant years ot these respondents.
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lear

£! S-x:;Lv44 ~ Ch1caBo.-tJooerstandab4r. most of the members of

CategoI7 I were earlier settlers in Chicago than. the members of the other
group.

By the middle

ot the 1930s, all of Ca.tegory I, except two who

came to Chicago right after World War II, had established pElrmanent resi-

dency in this city.

Cornparcltively, nine of the CategoZ7 II respondents

earoo after 1935, and three arrived very recentl3". after 1959.
TABLE XXXIII
DISTRIBUTIo!~

OF FILIPINO RESPONDENTS
BY YEAR OF AI{JJ:VAL L'Il CHICAGO

Yea.r ot
Arrival
1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1900 -

1919
1924
1929

1934

19.39
1944
1949
1954
1959
1963

Total

Categor;y I
Respondents

Catego17 II
Respoa:ients

'1'

0 T :\ L

Number

Number

!lum.ber

Percentage

1
6
9
7
0
1
1

0
6
7
.3

1
12

24.0

2.0

16

:;2.0
~O.O

1

10
3
2

2

:;

6.0
4.0

.3

6.0

2
1

4.0

0

0
2
1

25

25

50

100.0

0

0

0

0.0

2.0

U6
f£!stmt !I?&. U2uE.--As to be expected, Category I respondents are
rather a.dvanced in ageJ all are in the a.ge groups of fifty years or over.
A "d.der spread in age groups 1s disc~rn:i.ble among the second group respond-

ents fran thirty years and above, although the greater percentage falls on

the higher age groups.
?\ABLE XXXIV
DISTRIBJTION OF FILIl'n~O RESPONDl'llTS
BY PRESENT AGE

Present age

n

Catego17 I

Catego17

Respondents

Respondents

'1'

0

T A L

l'Iumber

lJumber

Number

Percentage

0

1
2
2

1

0
0

2.0
4.0

0

3

:30 - 34
35 - 39

,

40 - 44
45 - 49
,0 - 54
55 - 59
60 - 64
65 - 69
70 - 74

:3

6
6
4

25

25

7
9

1

Total

0

1

2

2
3

,

13

4.0

6.0
10.0

26.0

2

30.0
14.0
4.0

50

100.0

1.5
7

The Filipino Respondents as Community Members

,Att1tW!

t~di

M'!1.ns !!! P1P:ci£~.-Excellent

job opportunities and

hir,her wages in a big cit7 ezplain the genemJ. preference of the respondents
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in both groups tor residing in Chicago.

Five negative responses were ob-

tained on this point. one from the first group, and four frQn the second
group because of the hazards of

.1ll!

x~tl

nnwr months •

neip..hborboods where 1U! resE9EAenta £!8U!.-The

northern section of the oi ty 1s the favored area of most of the respondents.
Fifteen, or 60 per cent, of the Category I respondents and seventeen, or

68 per cent, ot those in Categol:7

n

~s1de

in the north aide of Chicago.

Ex:cept for the Far West area where six respondents reside, the other areas
are less popular among the respondents having one or two distributed in

The Far South areas have none of the respondents at all.

each of thEn.

DISTRIBUTIOli OF FILIPInO RESPONDENTS BY THE
GEOORAPHICAL AREA.S IN \'illICH THE! RESIDE

Category I
Geographical
Areas

Far llorth
Far ~lorthwest
Near llorth
Central
Far West
Southwest
Far SOUthwest
South Shore
Far south~est~

Far South East
Total

Number

Category II
Respondents
Number

1
5

8
0

1
6
2
1

1

0

.3

Respondents

9

0
0
25

9

T

Number ~ercentag.

9
5

18
2

2

S

2

4

0
0

0

25

0 T A L

1
.3

0

0
50

18.0
10.0
.36.0
4.0
16.0
8.0
2.0
6.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

A~titude

tQWa1'!:l! resigentW inteqation.-It was observed that

among the respondents (tour in Category I and five in Catego17 II) are
those who seemed to have taken on the dominant group's usual. a.ttitude to.wards residential integration.

'l'hey settled in the north side because

nit 1s not integrated ;yet."
~.2!

re!idenee.-Homeownership is a status symbol among Filipinos.

Conscious of this, the majority, thirty-one, or 62 per cent, enjoy same
kind of security and prestige in being a.ble to sq,
Types of houses vary am.ong

with

cent,

til.

the respondents,

Category II respGndents.

A

I own this house, n

A single famiq dwelling unit

yard and a garage is among the possessions

or the Category I respondents,

If

ot twelve, or 48 per

and of tour, or 16 per cent,

ot the

second. type of dwell.ing owned is a building

with two to six apa.rtz..l.ents, CIne of which is occupied by the owner and the
rest are rented to non-relatives.

One in Catego%7 I and tive in Category II

enjoy- this type of homeownership.

Sharing OIIInEJrship and occupancy of a

two to six-flat building \dth relatives or friends is the third kind of
ownership enjoyed by four in the first group and f1 YO in the second group.
Renters are in the minority:
fi.t'ty Filipinos.

Th~

nineteen, or ,38 per cent, among all

are distributed in the two groups thus:

eight among

the Categoxy I respondents, and eleven in the other category.

The members ot the two groups are comparable in the maintenanoe and

III·
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furnishing ot their hamos.

'1'0 be noted here, though, is the attempt among

eig,ht famUies ot both Fil1pino couples to retain a pattern prevalent among
the middle class in the Philippines.

'11>JU.s is the practice ot ha.ving their

children take music lessons once thq reach school age and having a. piano
at hame.

This practice was not obsEu."Ved il'1 aD¥ ot the families in

Ca.tegory I.
Refiecting the e.xtended-fam1l¥ chara.cteristic of families in the

Philippines 1s the incidence of relatiV6-:.t'Oallel'S in eight hcmes of Catebo17
II respondents who get their board and. lodging free.

Four fam1l1es lodge

nieces and nephews who are either stuclents or pa::rticipants in the United

sta.tes Exchange Vis:ltors' Program.
in-law and. one brother-in-law.

The other tour houses three sistel'S-

The latter, an engineer, is employed.

of t he sisters-in-law stud;y and the other one works as an otfiee clerk.

Two
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TABIJ.i: XIIVI

DISTRIBUTIOl'J OF FILIPINO RESPClmENTS
BY 'rIPE OF RESIDENCE

Catego1'7 I
Respondents
Number

Categor.y II

12

4

16

32.0

1

5

6

12.0

Shares ownership and occupancy of tt40 to sixflat building with re1aUva or triend

4

5

9

18.0

Lives with relative- or
friend-own.er in single
dwelling unit

1

1

2

4.0

Rents in building of 2
to 6 flats

1

5

6

12.0

Rents in building of
more than 6 tlats

5

5

10

20.0

Rents in a business
structure to keep
shop and residence

1

0

1

2.0

25

25

So

100.0

Type

or

residence

Owns single famil.y
dwelling unit with
yard

Respondents

number

T 0 T A L

LiJmber Percentage

Owns two to six-.tla.t
building, occupies

one unit. rents the
rest

Total

121
Ne!J;hborl1!l'l@

~

non-FtMSaOI.--close associa.tion and mutua.!

assistance, so cha.ra.cteristic of carmamity neighbors in the philippines,
apparently I has been generall.y unknown by the respondents in their relationsbip with their neighbors.

Very few (four in Catego17 I and one in category

II) have developed .friendship of a type wherein they exchange vOluntary
assistance with their neighbors.

The associa.tion o.f the majority in both

groups 1s 1im1tod to occasional greetings and brief exchanges of words.
One respondent in Category II worded his view on this matter thuSI
is no .feeling of neighborliness.
practise it.

"There

They speak to be neighborl¥ # but don't

tlo dontt mix with the people around other than our O\'m

people."
C,t~

iD! voMas beh!Yior.-The

number

or

th~se

who loeta.1ned

their Filipino citizenship (five in Category I and one in Category II) is
negl:Lgible eanpared to those who ha.ve become na.tural:l.aed cituens of the
United States.
The llmedem citizens among the respondents cla1m.ed to have been

regu11U' voters in both local and national ele ctions.
The Filipino Respondents as Famil;r I-len
l~e

status.-5tabillty characterizes the married ille of the

majority of the Filipinos lntel"'liewed.

For S2 per cent of them, (twenty-

one among Ca.tegory I respondents, and twenty in Ca.tegory II), this was the
Ol:1l¥ ma.:r:ria.ge they had contracted.

D:i.wraee l1ere found to he

equa.1~

dis-

tributed between the two groups with tour in each.
TABLE XXXVII
DISTRIBU'l'Iotl OF FILIPINO RF.SPONDENTS
BY HAJUUAGE STATUS

I>1.a.rr1a.ge status

Categol)" I
Respondents

Category II
Respondents

Number

Number

21

20

41

S2.0

0

1

1

2.0

1

0

1

2.0

;2

4

6

12.0

1

0

1

2.0

25

25

50

100.0

First wife

First wife died,
remarried
First wite died,
remarried, nOW'
divorced.
D1vorve<i once, remarried

Divorced more than
once.. remarried
Total.

T 0 T A t
Ihlnber Percentage

I

i

I

Year

2!. marriMe.--lllarrl.ages

or category I respondents were contracted

earlier tha.n those of the other group.

The greatest inc1dence of marriages

in the fomer group were in the years of the 19308 and the 1940s; 'wl:Iex'eas
among the latter, the period of the 19508 and early 1960s saw the solemnizing of most marriages.

This ta.ct partly explains the ma.tinc of Category

I

I
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I respondents with non-F1l1p1no wcrnen.

Filipino wanen started coming in

considera.ble numbers to the United. States on4r a.tter the canpletion of
kvor1d War II.
TABLE XXXVIII
DISTRIBUTIW OF FILIPINO RESPOl:mEl\ITS BY YEAR OF
l.aR.:lIAGE WITH PRESmlT lilIFE

Ca.tegoX7 I
Respondents

Category II
Respondents

Number

Number

Number

1919
1924
1929
1934
1939
1944
1949
1954

0
0
2

1
1

1
1
2
8
3

1955 - 1959

1

Year of
l-iarri&l;.1fl

1915
1920
1925
1930
19,35
1940
1945
1950

-

0
0

2

1

2.0
2.0

4.0

16.0
6.0
10.0

S
S
S

0

6
7
6

8
6

16.0
16.0
12.0

25

25

50

100.0

5
2

lIe!..2t ~
CCll'lnOn

Percen~~

.,

S

1960 - 1963

Total

8

T 0 T A L

for both groups.

0
.,I

16.0
I'
I'
1

sersgm;.-Both c:tvil and Catholic marr.J..ages were
Twelve civil marr.t.ages and eleven Ca.tholic m.a.r-

ria.ges took place in the first category.

On the other hanel, in Category

II_ fourteen Catholic marriages and nine ciYil marriages occurred..
II

TABLE XXXIX
DISTRIBUTION OF FILIPDm p.ESPONDmTS
BY TYPE OF lv1ARtlIAGE CERliUONY

Type of

Harnage

ce~

CategoI7 I

Category II

Respondents

Respondents

Number

Number

Number

Percentage

12

9

21.

42.0

1
1

0
0

2.0
2.0
2.0
50.0

Civil
Protestant (sect
unspecified)
Lutheran

C

1

1
1
1

11

14

25

0
0

1

1
0

2.0

0

25

25

50

100.0

Unitarian

Catholic
Aglipay (Philippine

Independent Church
Consensual
Total
~

gt te.teJ.k.--General. approval was given

groups to the idea of

T 0 T A L

famiJJ' limitation. Aside

0.0

by the members of both

from openl3' admitting that

they favor the practice_the clearest evidenee ot their agreement with the
idea is the size of their tamU1es o£ procreation.

number of children

arw tam1l.7

has.

Four is the largest

The Category II tamUies have th1rty-

six children as compared to the thirty-one children in Categol')" I families,
of which

ttiO

were adopted children.

Sixteen.. or 64 per cent, of the

Category I .families have either one or no chU.drenJ twelve, or 48 per cent"

of the f smilies in Categor,y II are childless or have no child.

TABLE XL

DISTRIBUTION OF FILIPINO RESPONDENTS
BY THE Nm·mElt OF THEJ:R CHILDREN

,
Categor,y I
Respondents

l·l\unber
of children

Category II
Respondents

T 0

Number

l-lumber

Number

Percentage

0

2

2

4.0

0
2

1
0

,

1
2

2.0
4.0

12

4

24.0
26.0
14.0
14.0
12.0
100.0

Harried less than

a year
\tite pregnant.

(first child)
Adopted (1)
0
1
2

sa

2

4

Total

&one

4
;

8

3

13

3
2

4

7
7
6

25

2;

50

husband reported that his wife cannot have

Prefereas~ ~

T A L

Chicago ~ 1!!!. fhAiep1ne@ tot

a.rw

children.

remm cNJ4ten.-

Category I :respondents are distributed into three ways ot tlrl.nk1ng on this

issue

w.i.~h

no group

marke~

outscoring another.

Nine preferred Chicago)

eight preterr<ed tne Philippines. and another group of eight were undecided..
Among the Category II respondents, five were ambiguous and the rest were

equal.J¥ divided on the two places.

Conveniences, educational and

~?'b

opportunities were cited as the factors 1.."lfluencing the choice of ChicagoJ
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wbile the discipline aspect ot child-rearing, and less expense involvEld
in rearing children in the Philippines were the deciding factors tor those
who preferred the Phllippines.
~e

preterence.-The using of .English is customary tor the

Category I respondents.
was observed:

Among the Category

n

respondents, this p:!.t'tern

between couples who cane fram the same d:1.alect-spealdng

region in the Philippines, the dialect is often usedJ however, .English is
always used when talld ng with their chUdren.

With the increase of their

number of years of stq in America, the Categor.y II couples tend to use
the English more orten.
As to their ctm'lla1'1d ot the English language, the respondents in
Catego17 I were given the sometfhat arbitrary ratings:
thirteen, goodJ and six,4!k.
ratinr;s of:

The Category

n

six, ssellentJ

respondents obtained the

easrcellent tor eleven of them, good tor eight, and ,air tor

su.
Food 2£1ferenge.-Although the Category II respondents m.a.y have
FilipinO food more otten than those in the first group, their preference
is

gener~

the same.

They like both Filipino and American food, but

even with the latter, they usu~ have rice (staple food ot the Filipinos).
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of both groups are as follows:

nine of the twenty-four baptized Catholics

in the first group, and thirteen out of the twenty-one baptized Catholics
in Category II.

This reflects the lack of formal. religiOUS education

among the interviewees.
in the

C<IlIIlents

ot

s~

This me&.c:.,ooer religious training was also manifested
claiming, "The Church collects more often here."

The Filipino Catholics were not eduoated to the obliga.tion
the support of their church

ActH§l:1tl

0:

helping in

re&H!a:!:~.

.2t!W. attitude

~owe.rd

w:U:e

wo~!l-A

higher number ot

working "dves was encountered in Catego1'7 II than in Catego17 I.

Among

the Caucasian-American wives, fourteen worked, while nineteen of the
Filipino wives worked.

Yet a. higher number ot husbands (nineteen in

Ca.tegory I) favored the idea. of wives working outside the heme, compared

to sixteen in Category II who had. the same attitude.
Educa.tional and Econanic Characteristics of Filipino Responcienta
EQuoat~onal ,tt~.-Comparat1veq,

the Filipino respondents

marr1ed to Filipinos presented a better educational attainment reoord than
those mar:ded to Caucasian wcmen.

Of the romer, nine f'in1shed college,

while five ot the latter group were college graduates.

who had at lea£. t
1nt;:

s~

But counting those

college, tbe two groups have almost the same stand-

Catego17 I with seventeen, or 6S per cent, and Category II l-dth

eighteen, or 72 per cent.
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TABLE XLI
DISTRIBUTION OF FIUPUI0 RESPOnDENTS
BY EOOCATIONAL ATTAINHIillr

Educational
Attainment

Categol'7 I
Respondents

Category II
Respondents

Number

T 0

T A L

!~r

percentage

5

6

12.0

9

2l

42.0

3
3

4
3

7

14.0

(5th to 8th)
Lower grades
(lst to 4th)
None

1

0

1

2.0

1

0
0

1

0

0

2.0
0.0

Total

25

25

50

100.0

Graduate or professional school
College graduate
Some eollege
High school grad-

uate

Some high school
Upper grades

i~umber

1

4

4

12

e

16.0

6

12.0

Occupation.-Looldng at the distribution of the members of both
groups in the tirst three occupational classes (professioml. and technical,
managerial and small proprietorship, and clerical), we lind Category II
haYing e. hieher percem:.age of its respor.d.ent& classit100. theMins

futeen,

or 60 per cent, as ccmpared to the twelve, or 42 per cent, of Categol'7 I
respondents raJ..l1ng in those classes.
up the largest occupational. group.

However, the clerical workers make

Service workers campose the seeond-

ranked occupational. group among the respondents.

The professionals and small proprietors in the t'WO ca.tegories cla.i.med
to have more Americans than Filipinos in their clients' roster.
TABLE XLII
DISTRIBUTION OF l'''ILIPINO RESPONDENTS
BY l!AJOR OOCUPATIONAL CLASS

,
Occupational.
Class
Professional and
Technical.
Managerial and small
proprietorship
Clerical
Salea
Sld.lled

Category I
Respondents

Ca.tegozy II
Respondents

Number

Number

,

:3

S

10.0

4

7

0

0

14.0
30.0
0.0

2

7

:3

S
S

Sem1-sldlled

2

Unsldlled

1

25

2;

Total
~ome.--Catagor.y

lS

0
8
II
2

16.0

2

22.0
4.0
4.0

SO

100.0

I respondents seam better off than the respondents

of the other group when comparing their occupational1ncome.
in the first group with a reported
thus:

L

Number Percentage

8

6
0
1

Service

T 0 T A

incOIOO

of over $;,000 are distributed

fifteen receive between $;,000 and $7,

$10,000; arA another two, over $10,000.
of the Catego17 II cla:t.mants of

inC<l!ne

The nineteen

m. two,

fran $8,000 to

Using the same categories, eleven
over $5,000 are in the <0>5,000 to

$7,999 l.1mi.ts, one in $8,000 to $10,000 bracket, and four in the over

]30

$10,000 category.

Singling out 1nd1v1duals, two in the second group eam

much more than the highest-paid in the first group.

The latter claimed

to make $15,000 ~J while the former two stated their incarnes as
$18,200 and $4.5,000.
TABLE XLIn

DISTRIDU'l'ION OF FILIPINO RESpam1:~1TS
BY MlNUAL CCCUPATIONAL INCG"iE
I

Inca:ne

Categor.y I

Category n

Respondents

Respondents

T 0 T A L

~lumber

Number

Number

$5,000 and over
$4,000 - $4,999

19

16

35

$2,000 - $2,999

0
0

1
0

25

25

$3,000 - $3,999

Under

$2,000

Total.

:;
3

3

S

6
S
1

Percentage
70.0

12.0

0

16.0
2.0
0.0

50

100.0

Social Characteristics of Filipino Respondents
Circle

9l. cJ.o!e fliemae-Among the FiJ..ipino respondeclis married to

Caucasian women. eleven had more American friends than Filipino friends.
One or the Filipino respondents married to Filipinos had more American
than Filipino tl"1ends.
A t.rend in the friendship of Filipinos married to Americans was
obsel"'!ed.

They tend to seek friendship among couples of a similar mixed

13i1.
Cl,!& membeUh1I2_-Six persons without. al\Y 'VOluntary group membership
were found among the Categor,r I respondents J wherea.s everyone in CategoX7

II belongs to sa:ne Filipino. American. or Itmargina.l lt groups_

The most

popular organ1aations among the respondents are the FU1p1no regional

clubs.

Twenty..e1ght per cent of the members of the seoond group and

twenty per cent in Category I joined acme non-ethnic organizations which

usu.al.l¥ have to do either w.Lth their profession or religion.
Simila.r~,

membership in tlmargina.lIt groups like the Filipino Posts

of the American Legion and the American Veterans is rather low for both
groups:,

six, or 24 per cent, of the Categor,y I respondents, and seven,

or 26 per cent, of thE:; Categol)" II respondents.
-6119 Filieino Re§1?2!ldents
financi~

!US. the PWJ.;.Lpeines.-Helping their relatives

in the Philippines keeps the Filipino respondents in regular

con\..act :'1ith than.
Of the Filipinos married to Americana, their hopes of going back to

the old country are dim, f'1.1y

fam:l.l:"

is here.

I have to

S~.1f

The ques-

tion of the return of the Filipinos married to Filipinos is either a
nnott or a tJm.qbe,n the former pranpted by thoughts ot 56curity and the

latter by the sarne thing plus sent:iJ'!lents for one's native land.

Ib!. AsaWlat,oD
the aJJ.eiAos

§golSs

t1~ed

.2! Fil.iSnos J:1;gGf3$l ~ Cauca.s1an-@l"l.cans

i.2 n.~.-The

and

highest possible score 8J\V inter-
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viewee could obtain us1ne the Index of Acculturation*' emplOJ'ed in this

study is 238.

The range of scores for both groups is the same:

lowest score and 196 1s the highest.

100 is the

The median scores for Category I

and Category II are 160 and 1959 respect1ve4r.

Category I has a. mean of

157.8 and the mea.n of Catego17 II 1s 152.7
TABLE XLIV
DISTRIBUTIOl~

OF FILIPINO RESPCllDENTS
BY THEIR ASSIMILATION SCORm

A.ss:lm3 lation

Scores
195 - 199
190 - 194
185 - 189

lSO - lB4

175 - 179
170 - 174
165 - 169
160 .. 164
155 - 159
150 - 154
145 - 149
140 -144
135 - 139
130 - 134
125 - 129
120 .. 124
115 - 119
110 - 114
10, - lC'j
Total

-

Category I
Respond.ents
1,r'UIl'lber

1
0
0
1

S

2
2
2

,
2
1
0
2
1
0

Category II
Respondents
Number
1
0
0
1
0
1

,,
5

2
0
1

2
2
1
0
2
1
1
1
0
1

25

25

0

T 0

T A L

Number

Percen~as~

2
0
0
2
5
3
5
5
8
4

4.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
20.0

,
1
2
:3
1
1

,

0
2
50

*Rerer to Chapter II where the Index: was treated.

6.0

20.0
20.0
16.0

s.o

6.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
2.0
2.0
6.0
0.0
4.0
100.0
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Stated in a null tOl'm. the main h;ypothesis ot this study reads thus:
There is no significant difference between the assim1la.tion scores of the
Filipinos married. to Ca.ucasian-Americans and the Filipinos married to
Filipinos.

To test this l\)rpothesis, the 1c;telt tor tee m.tterenS8

2t !~eanl was

used at the significance level of .05 and with 24 c1egrees ot treedom.

The

degrees of freedom).

t-value obtained was .85 which is neithor equal to nor greater than !-2.06
,

(significant t-value at .05 significance level and 21~

Thus, the null h1POthes:l.s is accepted and the assumption that
Filipinos married to Caucasia.rJ,.Amcricans are more ass1m1la.ted than the
Filipinos married to Fil1pinos is disproven.

CHAPTER. VI
SUMHARI" GONCLUSIaJS" SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIm

Summary and Conclusions

To be more and more scientitic is a goa.l. amonS students ot man and
society.

Insights, to them, are not enough.

Statements and conclusions

about patterns of behavior aust be arrived at through the use or objective
methods.

This study" though adm1tt.edly modest, is an attempt to reflect

that goal..
The process of ass1m1la.tion, both cultural (process by which immigrants accept and acquire the native culture) and social. (process by which
immigra.nts are accepted in the informal dominant groups and are able to
participate in the social functions of the latter) was looked into as it

operated among a sample ot tirst eeneration, male, mar1"'1ed Filipino immi-

grants in Ch1cago.

.at AgculturatiS?Q,

An objective measure" Lennon's slightq m.odified ;lnels

was used to eX8ud ne the behavior and attitudes attendant

to the process.
• That the synthesis between theory and research is important in

growth of aDJr8cience is recognized here.

Thus, the report on the preoeding

pages OIl the development ot conceptualization on assimilation.

l3h

the
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The tactors that have been assu.med to bear significance in the process of ass1m1lation are:

Intermarriage. age, recency of migration, prior

urban or rural residence, and education.

The main object!ve of tlus study

is to test how valid. these assumptions are in the case ot the Filipinos.
Two equal groups of Filipinos, one made up of those married to

Caucasian-American women, and the other canposed. ot those married to
Filipino lQJlen, were interviewed using a pre-structured schedule. 1

The

traits and attitudes manif'ested by each one were rated according to the
soale of points in the Indu.

The points obtained by wery one of the

respondents were added up to get their assimilation scores.
lnte~!£e

!!!.4 M!1wa;latiga.-The

first h,ypothesis, that Filipinos

having Caucasian-American wives are more assimilated to the American wa:g
of life than Filipinos having Filipino wives, was tested by using the
t-test

l2!: ~ PiJJ:te£ence .2! }!eMii. The t-value obtained was oot signifi-

cant enough to prove the validity of the ,twpothesis.

lIo sign1.ticant

difference was observed between the assimilation scores ot the two groups
of Filipinos.

Thus, it was decided to combine both groups to test the

rest ot the hlPothesis.

lsee

Appendix III.
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In the tollCJWine paragraphs, the

~theae.

would be stated in null

form.

!&! factor and Ms1mllat1sm.-The Pearson Product !·ioment Coetficient
of

Cor~t1on

level.1 there

was used to test the second hypothesis at .0, significance

11 !l2. siimtt:lcmt d1tferenc.,! between the

/ 9! the l2H!lger FiliPino ilmmitmmts
l'

obtained was ..... 051.

e

sieNs

the older FU:1p1po 1wp:l.Q:Stl. The

To test its sir.;n1.fica.nce, its Z score equivalent

was canputed which tumed out to be -.357.
exceed

Ydm1\~ a.t&on

-1.64 numerlca.:J.4r to

At

be slgn:U'1cant.

thus, the second bJpotheais is accepted.

.05, the Z score has to

The Z obt.Uned here does not,

'Ibe hypothesis, then, tha.t

younger Filipino immigrants assimila.te more readily than the older ones
is disproven.

Reoencl

2t t!li\mtiqn tArter

and ysim.y.atl.on.-The recency of migra.-

tion rating tor each respondent was detemined by counting the number of

years he has stayed in the United States.

Here, too, the Pearson Product

Hanent Coefficient of Correlation was used to test the hy'pothesisl

1! m Sifm£lcgt

<Y:ttereaee bet!!;!n 1b! aas1m£.etion scores 9!

there

FWmaa

.l!b2 have st:\t:!s! 1Q \he 1!mted states !.2t. !.lser R.!£i:od 2l.
.:Ya!.!!!S. teos,e !b2 ~ 8~ tqr.! folhorter PHiod. The significance
~ra.nts

level chosen was .05.

The critical value ot Z is either equal to or

numerlcaJ..4r more than -1.64.

The r obtained was -. 06S and its equivalent

II
I

!

I

!
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Z score is -.476. which 1s not significant.

The null

~thesis

is

accepted and the lv'pothesis that the earlier iDmigra.nta are more assimilated
than the later immigrants is not cont:bmed..

Plior

smM s:. ~

4eese

l"Osi

tactor!B! t.ss,amAa\Us--Thb re&-·

ponclents were grouped in two as to or1gin:

those who originated fran

towns in the Philippines wlth a. population of 17,000 and over?- were c1&8s1tied as fomer urban dwellers, and those who came fran towns with less

number of people were rega.rd.ed

2.S

fonner rural dwellers.

The sample population t.ra.a recla.ssi£ied as to their assimilation

scoreso

The median ass1m1lation score wa.s used as the point of departure

between the more ass1mU.ated and the less a.asimila.ted..

tiith these two

classifications, it was possible to app:q the chi-square test to the third
tl¥J)Othesis:

there

it D2 syJ'lU3,cant sUit-renee

!core! .s£. Fil1£ino
.! rural

pac!in'9'Hs.

~H

lx;twmen ill! !!AAmUa:tion

JSJ:Jl .!!! urban ba.c!P:mmsJ.

and those who had

The chi-square value obtained was s1gn1f'icant:

6.52.

The null h.YPOthesis is rejected and tentatively, the l'q'pothesis that for-

mer Filipino urban d.wellers are more assim.ilated than former Filipino rural

4rhere is no intention of being inconsistent here. In a previous
section, UfbAA was defined as a. place with 20,000 people, yet here, tor
testing purposes, 17,000 and up were included in B£b!J! to have two groups
more or les8 comparable in number.
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TABLE XLV

ASSnaLATIOl''l AND

Prior Residence

PRI01~

More AssimUated.

Total

7
18

2.3
27

25

25

50

': .05

d.f. ::: 1

~ Hs~Mlm.-To

test the hT,pothesisl

siYrAific§l?i!: dit1"erence between ~ ass:tmi±a.tiog SCOre!

1R:&ants
DarB

Total

9

ex.

1! Jl2

Less Ass1mtlated

16

Urban dwellers
Rural dwellers

Ed.ucat1oD fact&

URBAN OR HUnAL RESIDENCE

&

bad more Y,.eara

9L scbool:\llg.

2! fo~

SC;hsSJ:Ub ~ those

theD'

s! fmpin2

!W2. had ,ewer

the assimilation scores of the respordents were can.pu:ced

ment were sco=ed on an 8 to 1 scale with

a indicating

graduat~

sional s.,;;hoo1 and 1 designating no years of fotmal. schoollng.

or profes-

The Fearson

Product Uoment Coefficient of COrl--elation was again used here and the test
was done. at tbe significance level of .05.
is equivalent to a Z ot 2.91.

The r obtained was

.4l6 which

This Z exceeds the critical Z score at the

s:lgni.ficance level of .05 which is

1.64. The

null hypothesis is rejected

and the hTPOthesis that Filipino bmigrants who had more years of educa-

tion are more assimilated than those who had fewer years of education is
held.

'II

1.39
TABLE XLVI
HYPOl'UESES 'f:ESTS:

Factors
Inte:r.ma.x'riage

Age
Recency of migra.tion
Prior urb&.n or
rura.l residence
Education

SELECTED FACTOP...s AnD ASSIHlLATICN

statistical.
tests used
t-test

D.F.

Signifi.cance
level

.0;

24

Coefficient
of correlation

.os

-

Coef'ficient
of correlation

.0;

-

.0;

1

Chi-square
Coefficient
of correlation

.05

statistical.
Value
Obtained

t ==

o.g;

r ==

-.051

Z'

=-.357

r == -.068

=

Z -.476

X2. • 6.52
r • 0.416
Z ;.: 2.91

-

Thus. inthi:..> study"c.he fa.ctors found to be significant:. In the
process of 'ASsimilation a.re education a.nd prior urban
The other factors of intel"flla.rriage, age, and recency

01'

or

rul·a.l residence.

m.i.gration proved

to be inSignificant.

Som.e generaliza.tions are hereby a.t tempted about the group studied.
Pedersen's emerging culture concept,3 the idea. that 1mnigrants evolve an

3Ha.raJ.d A. Pedersen, "The liinerging Culture Concept: An Approach to
study of' Culture Change, If §oc'aJ. Forces. XXIX (Dec.) 19;0)" 131-13.3.

intemed1ate type of culture, which has same aspects of the da:ninantts
and some or their

O",tJll,

was .found to be tru.e o.t' the group studied.

The

respondents tavor family limita.tion and wives wor1d.ng au.tside the bane,
they speak English, yet, they maintain the usual. male FUipino religious

attitudes and behavior and theT prefer Filipino food.
Category

n

In the hane of the

respondents, this effort at ma.inta1n1ng Filipino values together

with the American values they have acquired is manitest in the pmctiee of
having a piano at home a.nd having their children take music lessone.

latter is their

~

The

of aspiring to be numbered among the m1ddle class - an

American value and a Filipino way of achieving it.
assimilation of F1l1p1nos:

Such is the cultura.l

a blend1.ng of American and Filipino cultures.

As a group, the Fllip1nos ra.te 10W'in social ass1m1lation.

kcept

for a few ind1vidual.s (ten), who have gOlle beyond etbn:.lc lines in their
aasoc1ational behavior, the majorit)" claimed membership just in ethnic

organilations and have most;4r Filipinos in their eircle of close i'rienda.

1.
estimate

~

or t'b'O

at MJa. Jl!I!!lJie4 FiJ.ip:Jae ilpigrWI.-A rough

hundred bachelors among the F111p1no 1mm1gra.nts

by the president of t he Filipino Na.tional CouncU of Chicago.

was giyen

Coul.d

14-1
their patterns of assimila.tion differ fran the married ones?

2. F1l;lmne tWJ.1es

!a !:h!.

~I.-Some

writers, Ruth Cavan

among them, assert; that with the increase in the degree

ot asrdnrllat10n of

iadgrants is a concamnitant residential migration. 4 The movement is tram
the areas of first settlement, uswUl,y the low class areas in the city to
the Slburbs.
The aasimiJ ation patterns

ot the Filipinos in the suburbs coul4

be looked into and ccrnpared to the results of this study

60

as to veri.f)'

or disprove the above aseertion.

J. Role.2! ethGLc srs§ldN!.ti2A@
~reml.-Park and

Ja S:ll! YSm3dAt.S .it li'tY:e:no

laller assigned. an important task to ethnic organ-

isations in the assimilation of imm1grantau
The situation of the new imm1gro.nt would be singularq
helpless here (United State.) i t he did not find SOJne
points of identity nth his previoua afe ••• And the
different iadgrant groups have famed spontaneousq
in Amer1ca., organizations that reproduce to same
extent the hc:ue society or replace it with tolU DlOJ'e
adapted to the needs of the immigrant here.;
It would be profitable to make an

~ai8

of the different

groups tha.t thrlve in the FUipino cClllJmWlity ot Chicago and see

hO\'l

well

they perform the above-stated function.

4nuth Cavan, Thc_ American F~ (Hew York:

Crowell, 1958), p. 206.

SR. Park and. H. l·liller, Old vlorld ~ Transplanted (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Society to'r SOC!ol~ Research.. 1925), pp. ll9-12O.
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APPENDIX I
FILIPINO ORGtUi,lZATIONS III CHICAGO

I.

Regional Clubs

a..

CagGWan Valley Association

b.
c.
d.
e.

Oabu Club
1loc08 Nortenean Association
Iloc08 Sur Club
J.a Onion Association
E'~ eva Viz':~Ta Association
United Panga.s1nanea
Zambales Club

f •

e.
h.

n.

Socio-civ1c orga.nizationa

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

t.

g.

III.

Religious Groups

a.
b.

IV.

American Legion, Filipino Post 509
American Veterans, Filipino Post 203
Bachelors Club
Ba[;'1.1mbqan Association
Filipino Ccamm1ty
Filipino 11omen' s Club
Filipino Youth Club

Filipino Catholic Guild
Filipino Carmunity Church

\iork Groups

a.
b.

c.

Filipino Postal Club
Philippine i{edicnl ASflociat.ion in Chiea:.;o
Pul1J.aa.tl Club

150
V.

sports P...ssociations
a.
b.

VI.

Filipino Golf Club
Philippine-American Bowling Leae;-ue

TanporalY Residents' Groups
a.
b.
c.

Filipino Students Catholio Action
Filipino liightinga.les
Philippine l·ledical Assoeiat.ion in Chicago

APPENDIX II

Dear _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.-.,

I am &- Filipino student at Loyola University working for rrr:f
l-!&-ster's Degree in Sociologyo The University requires its graduate
students to write a thesis, and I have decided to do a study of the
social adjustment ot Filipino ta.m1lies in Chicago.
I would like to ask tor your help in this project. HB\Y I come
for a visit and an interview on _------.~-~~-__"'""'!!"'at
? If you are occupied on the said da\v #
could you pick a day and time convenient for you? r shall call you
in a day or two to verity our appointment.,

I will appreciate your cooperation and help in this

Most sincerel,y,

151

stu~.

APPEnDIX i l l
INTEhVIELJ SCHEWLE AND CODING GUIDE

1.

a. H _

Birthplace (Size of town)
1)

over 100,000 2)
10,000-19,999 5)
1,000- 2,499 8)

4)
7)

b.

W_

50,()()()...99,999

5,000- 9,999
under 1,000

lc. Nationality descent ot Caucasian wife
Ij British 2) French

.3) Irish

4) Ge:rosn 5) ltal.1an

6 Sooth
7) Belgian
8) Norwegian 9} Czechos1ova.ld.an
10 Polish 11) ROllmam an

*'

2.

a) I I _

Age

1) 25-29
6) 50-54

2) .30-34
7) 55-59

b)

W_

3) 3S-39

8) 60-64

.3. Year of leaYing the Philippines
1)
S)
9)
13)

4.

5.

b) \'1 _

1900-1904 2) 1905-1909 .3) 1910-1914 4) 1915-1919
1<}20-1924 6) 1925-1929 7) 1931;..19.34 8j 1935-19.39
1940-1944 10) 1945-1949 11) 1950-1954 12) 1955-1959

1960-1.96.3

.~Vhy

did you leave the PhUippines?

1)
4)
6)

to find work

9)

a) II _

a) H _

b) W _

2) to study ,) for a.1'Di" service
tor adventure 5) to visit/live with relatives

for treatment 7) for training under the U.S.
Visitors· Exchange Program S) to get married
"to improve D\Yselt" 10) to earn more money

Previous residence in the United Sta.tes
1) New England 2) Middle Atlantic 3) East North Central
4) ~iest North Central 5) South Atlantic 6) East South
Oentral
7) West South Central S) Hountain
9) Pacific
152

6. Year of arrival in Chicago
Same as

x

7.

s.

2)

II

a)

Ii

#').

Are you an American cituen?

1) Yes

a)

No

-

b)

If

-

b)

\1_

-

How often do you write to your relatives in the Philippines?
1) never 2) once or tnce a. year 3) 3-4 times a. year
4) .5-6 times a. year 5) 7-6 times a. year 6) 9-10 times a
year
7) 11-12 times a year

x

*

9. How would 70U describe your feelings towards the Philippines?
10.

Do you intend to retUl"Jl to the Philippines to live pemanent4r?

1) detinitel.;,y no
4) yea
...

2) no (Ujust to visit")
5) detinite4r yes

3) undecided

11. Honth.q rent:

';00

2) $100,t
3) $95
4) $90
5) as
6)
7) $75 S) $ 70
9) $6S 10) $60 11) 55 12) $50
13) $45 14) $ 40
15) does not pq rent, but serYe as
janitor for the building.
1) own

*

12.

Number ot 1"OQns (all rooms counted except the bathl"OMl)
1) 13
S) 6

*

3) 11 4) 10 5) 9
9) 5 10) 4 11) 3 12) 2

2) 12

6) s
13) 1

7) 7

13. Home turnishings:
2) adeqt!~telyt\lrrl.iflhed ,) ordinari~
4) imdequatel7 furnished
5) barely tumish$d

1) we11-.tumished

tu:::nished

*

l4a. Do you like living in Chicago?
1) preter it 2) accept it .3) undecided
5) unbearable (rtwant to moyen)

*

14b. Do you like living in this neighborhood?
Same as

Ill.4&.

4) dislike it

It

15.

Did you experience any dif'ficulty' moving into this neighborhood?
1)

e.."q)erienced no opposition \rlt:'.tsoever, was welcoraed
frcm the start by non-Filipinos.
2) experienced initial. opposition, but gradua.l.l.¥ made
friends 'With no.n-Fllipino neighbors •
.3) experienced no opposition, has no friendship., has
some 8.S3ociation with non-Filipino neip)1bors.
4) experienced no opposition.. no friendship, no
association with non-Filipino neighbors.
5) experienced init1.al opposition, no friendship. no
a.ssociation with non-FUip1no neighbors.

16.

\<J'here would. you like to live?

1) present location 2) Chicago - north side
.3) Chicago - west side 4) suburbs 5) dontt know
6) Calitornia
7) anywhere else
8) Philippine.

17. Year of marr.lazea
1) 1915-191S 2) 1920-1924S) 19.35-19.39 6) 1940-1944
9) 1955-1959 10) 1960-196.3

'*

.3) 1925-1929
7) 194.5-1949

4) 1930-1934
8) 1950-1954

lS.

T.rPe or marriage ceremOlV'
1) civil 2) Protestant (sect unspecified) .3) Lutheran
4) U.utarian 5) '~'lth(\1ie
6) Agl1pq
7) Consensual

19.

Number of siblings:

1) 0
2) 1
7) lo-U
20.

a) H _

b) \1 _

3) :':-3
4) 4.-5
5) 6-7
6) 8-9
S) L..'*1.3 9) 14-15 10) 16-11

Nunlber of children

1) 0

2) 1

(first child)

.3) 2

4) 3
5) 4
7) adopted

6) wite pre8MX1t

ISS
21.

tfuat do you think of families lim1t1ng their number of

children?
1) desirable
2) acceptable
4) unacceptable 5) undesirable

*

3) undecided

22. Is it easier to rear children in the Phil1.Ppines or Chicago?
1) Chicago
2) no difference
4) Philippires S) no answer

x.

3) don't knew

23&. Are there Americans in your circle of close triends?

1) Ame:l."icans only 2) most~ Am.erlcans, tew Filipinos
3) Fqual number of .Americans am Filipinos
4) Mostq Filipinos, tet'1 .Americana
S) Filipinos o~

x.

2,3b. Do you visit each others' homes a.nd attend each others.

parties?

1) alwqs

*

24a. Are you

&

1) yes

*

2) otten

2) no

2) "marginal clubslt

24c. Do you attend meetings and socials

25.

2) often

.3) sanetimes

or

.3) ethnic and. "marginaln

these clubs?

4) never

Are you a member of a labor union?

1) yes

f

;3) reject clubs on principle

24b. vfuich ones?

1) always

,*

4) never

member ot MY' social club?

1) non-ethn1c
4) ethnic

'*

3) "t:'ll11eUmes

2) no

26. Do you vote in both local and national elections?
1) :-es
2) just for national
4) neither 5) ineligible to vote

3) just for local

27.

How many years of formal school.1ng have ;you canpleted?

a) H _

-

b) W

1) graduate or professional school 2) college graduate
3) sane college 4) high school graduate 5) some high school
6) upper grades 7) lower grades
a) none
X

28.

'V.'here did. you stud;y?

1) in the U.S.
2) both in the Philippines and U.S.
3) in the Philippines
29&. Present occupation:

1) pratess10nal and technical 2) r.w.nagerial and mnall
proprietorship 3) clerical 4) sal-es 5) s1d.l1ed
6) service 7) sem1...sldJled a) unsldlle4

*'

29b. Wage or salary:
1) $5,000 and ~er 2) $4,()()()....$4,m 3) $';,000..$3,999
4) $2,000 - $2,999 5) under $2,000

x

290. If a professional, do you have Americans among )"our clients?
1)
3)
4)
5)

*

all Amerlcana 2) mostq Americans, with a

tf!l\'l

Filipinos

Equal number of Americans and Filipinos
l'tost:Qr Filip1nos, with a few Americana
All Filipinos

30a. Is )"our wife working?
1) wife working tull...time 2) "die working part-time
3) working wU'e pre8entlT unemp1()J'ed 4) wite not working
5) wife not anployable

*

3Ob. Are you ple,ae that your wife is wor1d.ng? or would you be
pleased if )"our w1fe were to work?

1) def1n1te4r accept it 2) accept it 3) undecided
4) disllk~:1t
5) stro~ dislike it
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*

31. Ability to speak English: e.. H _
1) excellent 2) good

'*

4) very little

5) none

2) both Engll.sh and dialect

32b. In families where the children speak both dialect and
English. which le.ngua.ge do they prefer?
1) always (prefer English)
4) sanet1m.es S) nevel"

x

W_

3280. What la.nguage(s) do you use in the home?
1) English o~
3) dialect onl¥

'*

3) fair

b.

2) often

.3) both

equ~

32c. Do you require your children to learn the dialect?

1) no
33&.. Are

2) would like to, but has no time to teach

JIOU. 80

3) yes

membel" of' So church?

1) yes
2) no 3) used to bel.ong, but drifted
4) goes to a.rv church

&"/Irq

3lb. If yes, which one?
1) Protestant (unspec1tied)
4) vlest Bethlehem Lutheran
6) Catholic

'*

34.

Have J'ou aJ..wcw's been

1) yea

2) no

2) l·lethodist 3) Lutheran
;) Federated Church
7) Filipino Canmunity Church

80 member of this church?

3) wants to change

35. vJhere did you change 7aur religion?
1) in the United states

2) in the Philippines

15S
36. Wlv did you change your religion?
"too m1lch collection in the Catholic Church. n
"I believe that all religions are the S<.1m.e. fi
til don't believe in going to chureh ~re.1I
IIThere are a lot of contradictions. It
til married outside the church. 1t
til followed the religion of nw w.ife. tI
7) "1 sponsor the churc~ nearest rrq !:r:'!l1e. lf

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

37. How

often do you attend church services?

1) on Sundays and on some weekd.a¥s 2) on s~
3) sometimes
4) rarelT
5) never

*

38. Do you attend church se!'V'1ces more ofton or less often than you
did 1n the Phil1ppines?

1) more otten (in the U.S.)
4) don't know

2) less often

3) no ditf'erence

39. \ihat differences have you noticed between the church here and.
the church in the Philippines?

•

40&. What type of' .tood do you have tor your
1) American onq
sometimes

NOTE:

eve~ meal?

2) Ame:::>lcan and Filipino
4) Filipino onl\r

3) American

This schedule was developed using the schedule designed by
Dr. John J. Lennon tor his st~ of the Puerto Ricans in
Chicago a3 a guicle.

CODE:

* - exact

cop,y of question fram Lennon.
modified. copy of question .from Lennon
x - original. question

.J. -

APPENDIX. IV

CC!,l1'ilHUTY UEIGHBORHOODS C(if!pnISn~ THE GEOORAPHICAL
AREAS OF CHICAGO

I.

Far Uorth Area.

a.
b.

n.

IV.

Rogers Park

a.

letT
,~es t't1dge
;;;

c.

Uptown

d.

Lincoln Square

Central Area

b.
e.
d.
e.

Far Northwest Area

f.
g.

a.

Edison Park

b.
e.

r~orwood. Park
J etterson Pat"k
Forest Glen

d.

e.

t.

North Park
Alb~ Park

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Portage Parle
Irrll1i Park
Dwming
Montclare
Belmont

v.

Near
a..

b.

c.
d.
e.

t.
g.
h.

t~orth

Armour Square

Douglas Park
l.fcKinley Park
Bridgeport;

Far vlest Area

a.

Humboldt Park

b. Austin
c. West Garfield Park
d. East Garfield Park
e.

IJorth Lawndale

t. South Lawndale
VI. Southwest

1. Cragin

III.

tIcar lv.st Side
!AWer West Side
Near South Side

Area

a. Fuller Park

Area.

b. Garfield H1dge
c.
d.

North Center
Lakeview
Lincoln Park
Near North Side

e.

t.

g.
h.

Hermosa

Avondal.e
Logan Squ8l"e

\'Jest Town

159

Archer Heights
Brighton Park
New City
v/est FAison
Gage Park
Cea.r1ng

160

VII.

II.

Far Southwest .Area

a. Hoseland
b. Pullman
c. West Pullman
d. ~verdale
e. Bever~
r. v'lashington Heights
g. :Mount Greenwood
h. 140rgan Park

a. ·~Jest Lawn
b. Chicago Lawn
c. vlest Englewood
d. Englewood
e. Ashburn

f.

Aubum

g. Gresham

VIII. South Shore Area

x.

a. Oakland
b.

e.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

Source:

c.

SO'J.th Shore
Chatham
Greater Grand Crossing

~

Far South(east) Area

a.
b.

Grand Boulevard.
Kenwood
vIa.sbington Park
Hyde Park
vloodlawn

.2n.Au Axeriie

Far South(west) Area.

In. Chio%,?o

Corporation, i~).

Avalon Park

South Chicago
Bums1d.e

d. Calumet Heights
e. South Deering
r. East Side
g. Hegewisoh

(Chicago:
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